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PREFACE

This AICPA Consulting Services Practice Aid is one in a series devoted to the consulting services
most often provided to a CPA's small business clients. Even though similar services may be provided to
large-volume clients, experience has indicated that providing advice and assistance to small, closely held
businesses often involves different considerations. Small businesses frequently do not find it cost effective
to have the breadth of financial and accounting expertise present in larger businesses. Therefore, the
nature and depth of the practitioner's gathering and analysis of information may differ according to
whether services are being provided to small or to large businesses. Most important, the plans, finances,
and desires of the owner of a small business may have a significant impact on the current and future
operations of the business, and the practitioner must consider them when providing advice and assistance.
Small Business Consulting Practice Aids do not purport to include everything a practitioner needs
to know or do to undertake a specific type of service. Furthermore, since engagement circumstances
differ, the practitioner's professional judgment may cause him or her to conclude that an approach
described in a particular practice aid is inappropriate.
Although these practice aids often deal with aspects of consulting services knowledge in the
context of a consulting engagement, they are also intended to be useful to practitioners who provide advice
on the same subjects in the form of a consultation. Consulting services engagements and consultations are
defined in the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCS) issued by the AICPA.
For members employed in industry and government, Small Business Practice Aids contain
information that may be usefu l in providing internal advice and assistance to management
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DEVELOPING BUSINESS PLANS

20/105 SCOPE OF THIS PRACTICE AID
.01
Establishing short-term and long-term goals, and effective methods of achieving them, is
essential to successful business management. Many businesses, however, operate only for the
present. They develop policies and react to current situations without proper concern for the
long-term consequences of their decisions. Many factors may cause management to recognize
the need for developing a business plan, including the establishment of goals and specific action
plans to achieve those goals. These factors could include third-party requirements, such as
information for a lending institution1or for a potential investor or buyer, increasing competition,
or declining sales or profits.
.02 Clients often request practitioners to assist in the business planning process or the
development of the business plan. These services generally include assistance in establishing
goals as well as the specific methods of achieving those goals. The client recognizes the
importance of the practitioner’s skills and objectivity in this effort. Clients recognize that their
CPAs are familiar with their organizations and operations as a result of other services already
provided. New clients may approach CPAs for assistance because of their broad professional
experience and their objectivity.
.03 In some cases the practitioner may recognize a client’s need for long-term planning and
recommend that a plan be developed. If the recommendation is acted on, a consulting services
engagement with the client may follow.
.04 This practice aid introduces concepts useful in a consulting services engagement2 to assist
clients in business planning. It describes a typical engagement approach, including how the
engagement results might be documented in a written plan. It also describes an alternative
approach for assisting the client in developing a proactive business plan. Illustrative case studies
are included in appendixes 20/A and 20/B and sample business planning outlines and checklists
are provided in appendix 20/C. The illustrations should not be interpreted as presenting preferred
approaches for this type of client assistance. Practitioners seeking more detailed information on
business planning are referred to the literature cited in the bibliography.

1 See Assisting Small Business Clients in Obtaining Funds. Small Business Consulting Practice Aid No. 1 (New York: AICPA, 1982).
2 See the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCS) No. 1., Consulting Services: Definitions and Standards (AICPA
Professional Standards, vol. 2, CS sec. 100).
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.05 This practice aid does not address all the issues involved in developing a business plan for
a start-up enterprise. However, it does discuss many of the issues involved in such an
engagement. Nor does this practice aid address reporting requirements for historical or
prospective financial statements. If such financial statements are a part of the engagement, the
practitioner needs to refer to appropriate AICPA literature for guidance. Many of the activities
discussed may not be applicable in all client situations. For example, the practitioner may
20/110 DEFINITIONS
already have knowledge of the client’s operations and industry, thus reducing the time required
for fact-finding; or the client may prefer to participate in the engagement in a manner other than
The
arepractice
definedaid.
as they are used in this practice aid.
thosefollowing
describedterms
in this
.01

Mission statement. A broad description of the organization’s purpose.

.02
Goal. A desired end result. Goals are set in various areas to achieve the organization’s
mission. Goals are ordinarily broad in focus but specific enough to be useful in planning. This
specificity, whenever possible, should be set in measurable terms thereby facilitating continuous
assessment of progress toward achievement.
.03 Planning. The process by which the mission of an entity is defined. Its economic
environment, including resources and liabilities, is evaluated; its goals are established; and the
programs, projects, and tasks necessary to achieve those goals are identified.
.04 Program. A broad course of action that contributes to achieving a specific goal.
program directs the development of necessary projects and tasks.

A

.05 Project. A specific course of action comprising one or more tasks undertaken to
implement the plan.
.06

Task. An identifiable action that contributes to accomplishing the project.

.07 Strategic planning. Strategic planning takes its direction from the company’s mission
statement. It deals with the fundamental purposes of the business, the forces affecting company
operations, and the formation of its goals.
.08 Proactive planning. This process emphasizes short-term planning, focusing on the client’s
strengths and weaknesses.
20/115 PRACTITIONER INPUT
.01 In assisting a client with business planning, the practitioner can provide an objective and
structured approach. The practitioner’s activities can range from facilitating planning sessions
to overseeing the development of a comprehensive business plan. This practice aid focuses on
assisting the client with the planning process rather than on providing technical assistance;

¶ 20/105.05
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however, in many engagements the client may ask the practitioner to provide assistance in such
areas as the following:
•

Accounting systems

•

Financing methods

•

Employee compensationand benefits

•

Individual and corporate taxation

•

Estate taxation and planning

•

Organizational and management structure

•

Budgeting

•

Equipment acquisition3

•

Unique financial characteristics of the client’s industry4

•

Data processing

•

Marketing

20/120 BENEFITS OF GOAL SETTING
.01 The value of carefully conceived business goals and action plans cannot be overestimated.
In addition, it is critical that all employees share the values and vision represented by the
company’s goals and action plans. However, although employees may share the company’s
vision, they need to be convinced that it is in their interest to be committed to it. The
practitioner can help to foster their commitment by facilitating an honest exchange of meaningful
information between employees and management. Goals and action plans developed in this
manner provide many benefits, including the following:
.02 Improved resource utilization. Goal setting and planning require management to evaluate
the company’s resources and thereby better determine capabilities and limitations.
.03 Increased employee motivation. A unified company direction established by goal setting
and planning often eliminates frustration and provides motivation for individuals.

3 See Consulting Services Practice Aid 92-6, Preparing Financial Models (New York: AICPA, 1992).
4 See Consulting Services Practice Aid 94-4, Analyzing Financial Ratios (New York: AICPA, 1994).
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.04 Improved understanding o f opportunities, problems, and weaknesses.
stimulate programs for strengthening the organization.

Planning can

.05
Greater organizational control. Goal setting and planning encourage adherence to project
completion dates and standards of performance, which are essential to maintain organizational
control.
.06 A source of client information for third parties. The client’s written objectives and plans
may be useful in seeking financing, in mergers or sales, or in other client situations involving
third parties.
.07
Client education. An in-depth study of the client’s organization may be necessary to set
goals and develop a general business plan. Client personnel can learn much from this study
process.

20/125 ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
.01
A client may request a consulting services engagement for assistance in establishing
business goals and developing plans, or the practitioner may recommend it, based on knowledge
of the client’s operations and need for planning. When a client requests assistance, the
practitioner needs to determine the reasons for the engagement and the benefits that the client
expects will result from the engagement. By determining the reasons and the client’s
expectations, the practitioner helps to ensure the client’s needs are appropriately addressed.
.02
In deciding whether to accept the engagement, the practitioner considers the nature of the
client’s business and the specific request for service in light of the firm’s standards, policies, and
capabilities. If the request for services is from a prospective client, the practitioner might ask
the following pertinent questions:

¶ 20/120.04

a.

Who referred the prospective client?

b.

Has the prospective client previously engaged another accountant, and if so, why is a new
one being sought?

c.

Is the prospective client seeking to establish a continuing relationship with the practitioner
or asking for one-time-only assistance?

d.

How long has the client been in business?

e.

Who are the owner-partners?

f.

What is the nature of the client’s current business?

g.

What is the financial history of the client’s current business?

h.

Were there any earlier business ventures, and what resulted from them?

DEVELOPING BUSINESS PLANS
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♦
i.

With whom does the client bank?

j.

What law firm does the client use?

.03 The practitioner may conduct a brief preliminary fact-finding survey to develop an
understanding of the client. The most critical factors of this understanding are the benefits the
client anticipates and the activities the practitioner needs to undertake to accomplish the
engagement objectives. The time devoted to a preliminary survey may be less for an existing
client because of the practitioner’s familiarity with the client’s operations, personnel, and other
key factors. A business planning questionnaire that could be used to conduct a preliminary
survey is provided in exhibit 20C-4.
.04 From the information obtained during discussions with the client and from the preliminary
fact-finding survey, the practitioner might prepare notes for reaching an oral understanding with
the client or might develop a written engagement proposal. If the client accepts the proposal, the
practitioner develops an engagement schedule, which establishes target dates or time allocations
and the responsibilities of persons involved in the engagement work phases and activities.
.05
Although practitioners may find other approaches to be appropriate, the following sixphase engagement approach is generally suitable.
Phase 1—Gathering Essential Information
.06 When assisting the small business client in developing a business plan, the practitioner
needs to gather sufficient information to identify existing and potential strengths and weaknesses
in the client’s operations, finances, and organization. Plans for the future will include strategies
for maximizing strengths and minimizing weaknesses. In addition, the practitioner identifies
opportunities and threats. An effective business plan not only identifies opportunities but also
addresses ways to minimize threats to the client. The following areas need to be researched.
.07 Operations. To plan effectively, the practitioner needs to be familiar with the client’s
products and services and how they are affected by purchasing, production, and marketing. Such
information may include environmental conditions, industry competition, and customers’ needs.
.08 Finances. Effective planning requires an understanding of the financial conditions and
trends of the business. Key areas are profitability, cash flow, capital leverage, capital
requirements, and debt coverage.
.09 Organization. The practitioner needs to have a working knowledge of the business’s
organization, since it impacts operations and decision-making. Such knowledge includes both the
client’s formal and informal organizational structure, as well as the style, functions, interactions,
and the personnel affecting the organization.
.10
Ownership structure. In assisting clients with business planning, the practitioner needs to
understand the client’s ownership structure and its commitment to planning, because this
information can influence how the client accepts and implements the practitioner’s advice. The
practitioner also needs to know who the principals are, what their involvement and interest in the

1 20/125.10
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business are, and whether the current structure enhances or limits alternatives in the planning
strategy.
.11
Key personnel.
The practitioner needs to become familiar with the duties and
responsibilities of key personnel and how they interact. In so doing, the practitioner will be
better able to assess their capabilities and limitations, which will, in turn, determine their roles
in executing a business plan. Often, a planning engagement focuses on developing alternatives
that will allow the owners to achieve personal goals outside the business environment.
.12 Recognition of Personal Objectives. Owners, family members of owners, and key
personnel can exercise strong influence over business decisions, and therefore their personal
objectives and philosophies are crucial to the development of a successful business plan. Often,
a planning engagement focuses on developing alternatives that will allow the owners to achieve
personal goals outside the business environment. The plan should be compatible with these
personal objectives; if it is not, it probably will fail.
.13 Methods of Gathering Information. The practitioner may acquire data regarding
operations, finances, and organization, including the attitudes of owners and key personnel,
through a combination of the following methods.
.14 Reviewing historical documents. Through a review of available documents, the practitioner
can obtain much of the background information needed to assist the client in planning. Such
information includes the following:
•

Financial statements (including interim financial statements) and management letters

•

Loan covenants and lease agreements

•

Budget and other internal management plans and reports

•

Planning documents (for example, business and strategic plans)

•

Income tax returns

•

Minutes of board and committee meetings

•

Personnel files

•

Ownership data (for example, partnership agreements or buy-sell agreements)

•

Organization charts

•

Job descriptions for key positions

.15
Comparing client activity with industry data. Pertinent statistical and financial information
enables the practitioner to better understand why the client may not be operating effectively in

¶ 20/125.11
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♦
certain areas. Analyzing a client’s financial information and comparing it with information of
similar entities can provide useful planning data.5 Sources for these ratios include Dun &
Bradstreet, Robert Morris Associates, various trade associations, and government publications.
.16 Inspecting physical facilities. The practitioner inspects the client’s physical facilities to
understand and observe employment conditions, expansion potential, inventory conditions, storage
requirements, equipment condition and usage, and other factors. Client personnel most familiar
with plan operations usually accompany the practitioner so that they can answer any questions
that arise.
.17 Interviewing key personnel. The personal interview helps to determine the individual goals
and preferences of management and other key personnel. It often uncovers new problems or
potential solutions to known problems. The practitioner might find it advantageous to interview
other employees in addition to management and key personnel, in order to gain a balanced
understanding of the employees’ perception of operations, supervision, and employment
conditions. Business planning interview guides are provided in appendix 20/C.
.18 Interviewing external parties. The practitioner often learns important information about
the client’s business from sources outside the organization. A third party can have valuable
insights into the client’s business that the client’s personnel themselves have not considered. With
the client’s permission, the practitioner interviews customers, bankers, attorneys, suppliers, and
others with the understanding that they, too, will benefit if the client’s operations improve.
.19 Conducting a joint fact-finding session. A common technique in the planning process is
a joint session with key personnel, management, and owners to further define strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. The participants gain a sense of greater involvement in
the planning process and a better understanding of the viewpoints of others.
.20
Using written comments and questionnaires. Key staff members’ written comments and
answers to questionnaires provide another effective method of gathering information about a
client’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Although personnel may be reluctant
to express opinions in the company of others, they may be quite comfortable with written memos,
especially if they can submit comments anonymously. Anonymity is not generally a problem
when such comments are submitted to an outside party with assurance of confidentiality of the
comments. Knowledge of the practitioner about who made the comments can be useful in
assessing the comment.
Phase 2—Documenting the Data
.21
Client characteristics identified during the fact-finding process form the foundation of the
business plan, and they need to be summarized for evaluation and analysis. Documentation may

5 See Consulting Services Practice Aid 94-4, Analyzing Financial Ratios (New York: AICPA, 1994).
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take a variety of forms. One method is to use fact sheets for each category. Summary statements
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats reinforce the benefits that fact sheets provide.
.22 Fact Sheets. The practitioner may prepare fact sheets for such categories as operations,
finance, organization (including ownership structure and key personnel), personal goals and
capabilities of owners and key personnel, and facilities. Each fact sheet outlines the current
circumstances and describes their impact on the planning process and the plan itself. The fact
sheet could include—
a.

A brief description of the current situation and some historical explanation of its
development.

b.

An evaluation that identifies the elements of the current situation that will assist the client
in achieving desired results and those that will contribute to an approach toward addressing
weaknesses and threats.

c.

Conclusions about the current situation.

.23 These points are important for effective planning. Additional material, such as
organizational charts or other illustrations, can be useful in communicating information to the
client. The illustrative fact sheet provided in table 20-1 presents one possible format for
presenting information. Practitioners may find other formats more appropriate.
.24 Summary Statements of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. In
addition to preparing individual fact sheets that include strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT), the practitioner prepares summaries of these. (See Table 20-1) A statement of
strengths identifies the areas of significant capabilities and resources that the practitioner may
draw on to improve the client’s operations. A statement of weaknesses focuses on potential or
existing problem areas that require corrective procedures. A statement of opportunities addresses
the areas that have the potential to reduce costs or increase profitability or growth of the client.
The statement of threats identifies the conditions that can reduce profitability or even endanger
the viability of the client if not addressed. A careful evaluation of the impact of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats is very important. Summarizing them ensures that they
will be addressed as the planning process continues.
.25 Following are some commonly identified areas of strength, weakness, opportunity, or
threat, in the areas of personnel, plant and equipment, finances, public relations, and operations.

¶ 20/125.22

.26

Personnel

•

Employee turnover

•

Capabilities of staff, including management and key personnel

•

Lack of communication or incomplete communication

DEVELOPING BUSINESS PLANS
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Table 20-1
Illustrative Fact Sheet:
Facility Layout for ABC Restaurant & Lounge
Description of the Current Situation
ABC Restaurant & Lounge consists of four components (facility layout attached):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Restaurant
Kitchen
Lounge
Bar

ABC was opened in 19XX as a family restaurant. Ten years later, a combination bar and lounge
located next door was purchased. The area lacks adequate parking space.
Evaluation of the Situation
Strengths
1.
2.

The restaurant attracts a family dinner crowd.
An established reputation for value brings diners back often.

Weaknesses
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lack of direct access from the lounge and bar to the restaurant requires each area to have
its own staff, which results in higher-than-normal wage costs.
Parking is limited;there is no customer
parking lot.
The inability to serve alcoholic beverages in the restaurant limits its per-check gross profit
margin.
The lounge’s inaccessibility to the kitchen reduces potential sales in the lounge.

Opportunities
1.
2.

The restaurant could reduce labor costs by improving its physical layout.
The restaurant could accommodate additional customers, if more parking were available.

Threats
1.

The restaurant has developed a reputation as a family restaurant. Family business could
be impaired if the physical facilities are altered in any manner making it appear to be more
of a lounge than a restaurant.

Conclusions
1.
2.

Profitability of the restaurant could be improved through decreased staffing costs arising
from a changed layout.
Parking needs to be explored to accomodate the family business as well as to accomodate
more persons during peak business hours.

¶ 20/125.26
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.27

Plant and Equipment

•

Adequacy of facilities

•

Condition of the physical plant

•

Condition of equipment

.28

Finances

•

Working capital

•

Debt-to-equity ratio

•

Budgets

•

Accounts receivable aging

•

Bad-debt experience

.29 Public Relations
•

Reputation

•

Product (or service) acceptance

.30 Operations
•

Internal controls

•

Lack of planning

•

Seasonal fluctuations

.31 Review and Revision of the Mission Statement. The mission statement expresses the
entity’s purpose and reason for being. Ample thought should be given to its development, or
revision, since it will guide the formulation of the plan. It provides the general criteria for
establishing goals and accountability for results.
.32 The mission statement incorporates the vision of the owners tempered with the reality of the
nature of the business. Owners and key personnel should be consulted regarding the design or
redesign of a mission statement that most accurately reflects why the client is in business. The
mission statement will provide the basis upon which the business plan is directed. The following
are examples of mission statements:

¶ 20/125.27
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•

The mission of XYZ Motor Company is to develop, manufacture, and sell reliable cars and
trucks to consumers, while providing stockholders with above-average returns on their
investment.

•

The mission of Jay’s Jewelers is to sell high-quality jewelry and other related gift items, be
noted as the premier jeweler in the area, and provide the owner with a profitable business
that can be continued by the children of the owner.

.33 Summarizing the Data Gathered and Mission Statement. The practitioner summarizes
all the data gathered along with the developed or modified mission statement as the starting point
for the development of the business plan. The summary can be in various forms, such as a
narrative or several fact sheets. The practitioner verifies and discusses the summary with the
client and uses the information in developing the business plan.
Phase 3—Developing Goals
.34 Once the practitioner has documented and reviewed the pertinent facts, summarized
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, and developed the mission statement, the client
can formulate various alternative short-term and long-range goals, some of which will ultimately
be selected and implemented.
.35 The key factors in developing alternative goals are the practitioner’s input, client personnel’s
capabilities and attitudes, and environmental conditions. One approach is for the practitioner to
conduct a joint planning session with key members of the client’s staff. Other appropriate
approaches may be a survey or individual interviews with key personnel. The practitioner
generally serves as a catalyst and guide during goal development.
.36 Goals provide benchmarks for evaluating performance. The following are some of the areas
appropriate for goal development.
•

Growth

•

Production

•

Organization

•

Internal operations, including physical facilities

•

Profitability

•

Marketing and Sales

•

Image

•

Capital development

¶ 20/125.36
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•

Personnel development

.37 Using Financial Projections. Financial projections can help the client anticipate the short
and long-range financial effects of alternative goals by providing numerous "what if" scenarios,
which are useful in developing a business plan.6 If a plan includes financial projections, it is
also advisable to incorporate historical financial information to provide for comparison.7 Such
comparison often leads to a better understanding of proposed goals.
.38 Evaluating Alternative Goals. Once alternative goals have been developed, the practitioner
assists the client in evaluating and selecting them. The extent to which alternative goals are
evaluated depends on many variables, such as the client’s size, the degree of risk acceptable to
management, and the need for external financing. The most appropriate goals are realistic and
consistent with the mission statement.
.39 Documenting Selected Goals. Selected goals need to be documented. Documentation
might consist of writing descriptions with measurement criteria to monitor progress within the
time prescribed for achieving the goals. The primary reasons for documenting goals are to
(a) understand them clearly, (b) apply them consistently, and (c) reevaluate them. Formulating
understandable goals aids in determining which tasks are necessary to accomplish the goals. An
example of a clear goal is "to increase annual sales revenue by seven percent per year, excluding
price increases."
Phase 4—Establishing Programs, Projects,
and Tasks
.40 Establishing goals allows the client to develop the programs, projects, and tasks that will
better ensure that the goals are achieved. Because the planning process deals with both short
term and long-term goals, the practitioner needs to realize that the programs, projects, and tasks
developed for goals in the longer term may not be as specific as those for short-term goals.
.41 Programs. As defined earlier, programs are broad courses of action that contribute to the
achievement of specific goals. A program directs necessary projects and tasks. The difference
between the goal and the program, as well as the correlation between the two, is illustrated in the
following sample excerpt from a business plan:
Goal: Increase annual sales revenue by seven percent per year, excluding price increases.
Program 1: Establish an industrial sales division by November 30, 19X1.
Program 2: Initiate an appropriate incentive program for sales personnel by January 31, 19X2.

6 See Consulting Services Practice Aid 94-4, Analyzing Financial Ratios (New York: AICPA, 1994) and Consulting Services Practice
Aid 92-6, Preparing Financial Models (New York: AICPA, 1992).
7 See appropriate AICPA guidance on reporting on both historical and prospective financial statements.
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.42 A program that helps accomplish one goal may also help accomplish another goal. Once
programs have been developed to support various goals, they need to be reviewed for overall
consistency, contribution to goal achievement, performance capability by due date, personnel
responsible for their completion, and relationships with other programs in the plan.
.43 Projects. Defining a program allows the client to identify projects—specific courses of
action that will be consistent with the program and will help achieve a goal. A project consistent
with the sample goal and programs could be to "develop or modify the organizational structure
of the industry sales division and define its responsibility."
.44 Tasks. Tasks are the activities necessary to complete a project. Tasks are generally
developed to provide direction for the short term, one year to eighteen months. Tasks developed
to be performed after that time depend largely on the successes achieved in the short term. The
following are examples of tasks that might be needed to develop an industrial sales division
project used in the sample goal and programs in paragraph .41 above.
a.

Secure a manager for the industrial sales division by June 1, 19X1.

b.

Determine the physical space requirements for the industrial sales division and reconcile
them with the availability at all locations by July 1, 19X1.

c.

Determine equipment requirements of the industrial sales division by August 20, 19X1.

.45 Developing, Evaluating, and Selecting Programs, Projects, and Tasks. Once goals are
established, the practitioner assists the client in developing programs, projects, and tasks to
achieve the goals. Someone in the client organization should be assigned the responsibility of
seeing that each program, project, or task is accomplished. The client and the practitioner then
evaluate the proposed programs, projects, and tasks. Not all programs, projects, or tasks may
be immediately feasible, and they may not be supportable with adequate resources within the
original time frame. The client, with the assistance of the practitioner, evaluates and prioritizes
the activities and selects the most appropriate ones. Decisions are the client’s responsibility.
.46 Using Financial Projections. Financial projections can help the client evaluate and select
appropriate alternatives. They also assist the client to anticipate the short and long-range financial
effects of alternative goals by providing numerous "what if" scenarios, which are useful in
developing a business plan.8 If a plan includes financial projections, it is also advisable to
incorporate historical financial information to provide for comparison.9 Such comparison often
leads to a better understanding of the impact of the proposed goals.

8 See Consulting Services Practice Aid 94-4, Analyzing Financial Ratios (New York: AICPA, 1994) and Consulting Services Practice
Aid 92-6, Preparing Financial Models.
9 See appropriate AICPA guidance on reporting on both historical and prospective financial statements.

¶ 20/125.46
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DEVELOPING BUSINESS PLANS

.47 Gaining Staff Acceptance of Programs, Projects, and Tasks. The final step before
formalizing the business plan is to gain the acceptance of the selected programs, projects, and
tasks by appropriate client personnel. Acceptance includes assuming responsibility for completing
assignments within prescribed time limits. All elements of the business plan must include the
assignment of responsibility for effecting the completion of the task, project, and program.
Phase 5—Summarizing the Client’s Plan
and Preparing the Final Report
.48 Once goals, programs, projects, and tasks have been determined, the practitioner formalizes
the business plan in accordance with the client’s decisions. The plan needs to be easy to modify,
if necessary, and to provide adequate detail for evaluating progress. The final report might
include the following elements:
a.

Introduction and background

b.

Mission statement

c.

Goals

d.

Plan implementation

.49 Introduction and background. The introduction and background might include such
information as a brief history of the client, its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats,
the reason for developing the plan, and the benefits to be derived. Much of this section is a
summary of the data obtained during the fact-finding process.
.50 Mission Statement. The documented business plan includes the mission statement
developed earlier in the engagement. This statement reflects the overall purpose of the business.
.51 Goals. The plan clearly and concisely states the selected goals by presenting them in some
logical fashion, which might be the order of priority.
.52 Plan Implementation. The implementation section describes the programs, projects, and
tasks that the client has selected to accomplish the chosen goals. The practitioner may organize
this section either chronologically, according to goals, or both. To provide for continuous
monitoring, the projects and tasks need to specify the persons responsible and the reporting dates.
It is also helpful to client personnel to indicate the individual responsible for completion of each
component of the plan.
Phase 6—Following Up and Evaluating
Progress
.53 To ensure continued effective use of the plan, the client should initiate a monitoring system.
The following methods can be used for following up and evaluating results.

¶ 20/125.47
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♦
.54 Monitoring Performance Through Progress-Reporting Dates. One method of evaluating
progress is to establish reporting dates and monitor activity on a periodic basis using specified
dates for reporting on the progress made up to those dates. Reports can be written or oral and
presented formally or informally. The manner of reporting depends on the client’s operating
methods and the complexity of the plan.
.55 Establishing Action Dates. Action dates specify when particular actions should be taken
or results achieved. Projects have a better chance of staying on schedule with action-date
reporting because assigned personnel are less likely to procrastinate if they are held accountable
on a continuing basis.
.56 Comparing Projected Data to Actual Results. Projected financial and operations data can
be compared with actual results. The comparison measures the progress made toward attaining
goals and provides an opportunity to make adjustments, if necessary.
.57 Reviewing the Plan. Long-range plans need to be reviewed periodically for possible
revision. The review considers new goals, programs, projects, and tasks as well as the continued
appropriateness of those previously defined. Even the mission statement may require revision.
The extent of practitioner input in plan revision may be determined by the client’s ability to
recognize changing needs.

¶ 20/125.57
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APPENDIX 20/A

ILLUSTRATIVE BUSINESS PLANS

The planning activities discussed in this practice aid are illustrated in the following sample proposal,
transmittal letter, and reports. The sample reports can guide the practitioner in developing an actual
report that helps the client understand the plan’s content, implementation, and modification.
Details in the sample reports are limited in order to provide easy-to-follow illustrations. In an actual
planning engagement report to the client, the practitioner would include more details about general
information, as well as goals, programs, projects, and tasks.
If asked by the client to include financial statements in the engagement report, the practitioner
follows the appropriate professional standards.
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Exhibit 20A -1

Sample Proposal for a Long-Range
Business Planning Engagement
CPA & Company
Fairview, USA
May 20, 19X5
Mr. John Sommers, Chairman of the Board
Key Industries, Inc.
Fairview, USA
Dear Mr. Sommers:
As requested, we propose to assist Key Industries, Inc., in developing a long-range business plan. The
plan will assist you in identifying areas of your operations that need improvement.
We will do the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Assist management in identifying company personnel who will serve as a project committee. This
committee will approve planning activities and monitor the project’s progress and completion.
Evaluate existing operations to determine strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Our
staff and the project committee will conduct a fact-finding study by interviewing or surveying
company management and personnel, reviewing available documentation, and holding discussions
with or surveying external parties.
Review the results of the fact-finding study.
Develop alternative goals, programs, projects, and tasks in conjunction with the project committee
and other management personnel.
Evaluate the alternatives to help the project committee make selections.
Submit a final report to the project committee for review. It will describe (a) the development of
the planning process, (b) the mission statement, (c) goals, programs, projects, tasks, and the staff
assignments necessary to implement them and follow them up, and (d) prospective financial
information to project the financial impact of the proposed changes.
Submit a final report to the board of directors for acceptance.

The success of the plan depends on the input of the project committee and other company personnel
who participate in the development and follow-up process. We have attached resumes of those
individuals on our staff who will be involved in the engagement.
Our fees are based on the individuals assigned to the engagement and on out-of-pocket expenses
incurred. We have provided an estimate of the cost of this engagement as an attachment to this letter.
We will bill you monthly as work progresses. Payment is due on your receipt of our bills.
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If you accept this proposal, we will prepare a separate letter of understanding that reiterates the
major components explained herein and other items deemed necessary.
Sincerely,

Robert Crenshaw, CPA
Partner
CPA & Company
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Exhibit 20A-2

Sample Transmittal Letter
CPA & Company
Clinton, Pennsylvania
February 28, 19X4
Mr. Charles C. Cook
President and General Manager
Vacationland Resort, Inc.
Hopsville, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Cook:
We are pleased to submit a long-range business plan for Vacationland Resort, Inc. We understand that
you expect to retire from the presidency of your business soon and wish to prepare for an orderly
transition of responsibilities and duties to your successor by developing a new organizational structure.
The attached report represents a strategy for effecting this change. It is the product of our efforts and
the efforts of numerous individuals in your organization.
The planning process included gathering essential information; documenting it; developing strategic
goals; establishing programs, projects, and tasks to accomplish the goals; and preparing the final report.
Successful implementation of the plan can best be achieved through periodic review and revision. We
would be pleased to assist you in that effort.
We appreciate the cooperation afforded us during the engagement and look forward to assisting you
further with your plans and any other matters that may require attention.
Sincerely,

Joseph Barnes, CPA
Partner
CPA & Company
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Exhibit 20A-3

Sample Report for HiQual Shoe Company
Background Information
Thomas Burns and his brother Phillip founded HiQual Shoe Company in 1960. To begin operations, they
purchased outright a two-story building in the heart of the downtown shopping district. HiQual carries
a limited line of conservatively styled, high-quality, high-priced men’s, women’s, and children’s shoes.
Although style selection is limited, HiQual provides a complete range of sizes in the available styles and
pays particular attention to proper fit. Over the years, HiQual has become known as the place to go for
hard-to-find sizes as well as for dependable and practical shoes.
HiQual also provides a full range of orthopedic services. These services include the custom design
and manufacture of specialty shoes, often to fill doctors’ prescriptions.
Thomas Burns is responsible for orthopedic operations. His duties include maintaining contact with
a network of doctors, keeping abreast of technological changes in the manufacture of orthopedic shoes,
maintaining required certifications by attending in-service training programs, and training employees in
orthopedic-fitting techniques. Phillip Burns, who died in 1981, had little interest or expertise in the
orthopedic aspects of the business and was mainly responsible for wholesale shoe buying and for day-today store operations.
From 1970 through 1982, HiQual expanded operations by opening new locations. Currently,
HiQual operates six retail outlets, including its original downtown location. Each outlet offers the same
line of high-quality, high-priced shoes as well as orthopedic services.
When Phillip Burns died, his 50-percent ownership of the company was divided equally between his
two sons, Bill and Ed, who had entered the business in 1975. Since Phillip’s death, Thomas Burns has
assumed overall responsibility for company operations and continued his role in the orthopedic aspects
of the business.
A continuing decline in sales over the past three years, increasing debt levels, and problems resulting
from an ill-defined organizational structure have led the company to seek assistance in developing a longrange plan.

Personnel
President. Thomas Burns, cofounder and 50-percent owner, is responsible for overall operations.
However, he is most interested in and spends the majority of his time on the orthopedic aspects of the
business. Before his brother’s death, Thomas personally trained all employees in proper fitting and
orthopedic techniques, but in recent years he has discontinued this training because of time constraints.
Men’s shoes buyer. Frank Burns, Thomas’s son, joined the company in 1977 after receiving an MBA.
He is responsible for buying men’s shoes and for overseeing the day-to-day operations of two of the six
retail outlets. Although his father has encouraged him to become more knowledgeable about and active
in the orthopedic end of the business, Frank has shown little interest.
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Women’s shoes buyer. Bill Burns, Thomas’s nephew and a 25-percent owner, is responsible for buying
women’s shoes and for overseeing the day-to-day operations of two retail outlets. Bill joined the
company in 1975 as a floor salesman and served as a store manager for three years before becoming the
women’s shoes buyer.
Children’s shoes buyer. Ed Burns, Thomas’s nephew and a 25-percent owner, is responsible for buying
children’s shoes. Ed joined the company in 1975 as a floor salesman and, after a few years, began to
spend a portion of his time working with Thomas on the orthopedic aspects of the business. Although
reasonably knowledgeable about the orthopedic business, Ed has not acquired the necessary certifications
or licenses to continue the business should Thomas retire. Because of his involvement with orthopedics,
Ed has not assumed responsibility for overseeing any store operations, unlike Frank and Bill.
Store managers. There are six store managers, each responsible for the day-to-day operations of one of
the company’s retail outlets. Two of the managers report to Thomas, two to Frank, and two to Bill. All
the managers are long-time employees of the company with an average tenure of twenty-three years.
Employees. The company currently employs thirty-five people in addition to store managers.

Facilities
Of the six retail stores the company operates, two are located in newer, enclosed shopping malls, three
are located in older shopping centers, and the original store is located in a downtown shopping district.
The second story of the downtown location houses orthopedic production facilities. The company owns
its downtown location and has long-term leases on its five other locations.

Merchandising
Major wholesale shoe purchases for inventory are normally conducted twice a year, in conjunction with
manufacturers’ shows and promotional campaigns. Each buyer assumes responsibility for (1) monitoring
inventory turns by style and size, (2) attending appropriate manufacturers’ shows, and (3) evaluating and
defining inventory needs.
Each year a total buying budget is established, and then it is divided into three separate budgets for
men’s, women’s, and children’s lines. All four Burns family members participate in developing the over
all budget and the line budgets. Store managers’ recommendations are considered during this process,
but typically each buyer advocates increasing the portion of the budget allocated to his line relative to
those of the other lines.
In recent years, sales and buying budgets have declined. In response to these declines, buyers have
tended to stretch their budgets by purchasing lower-priced and lower-quality shoes. Buyers, particularly
in the women’s and children’s lines, have also tended to anticipate changing shoe fashions rather than to
concentrate on traditional high-quality and conservatively styled lines.
Each buyer is also assigned an annual budget for local promotions (for example, newspaper ads and
point-of-purchase displays) and is then responsible for developing promotions and special sales on a
chainwide or store-by-store basis for his particular shoe line.
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Sales and Financial Trends
Data about sales and the average prices for a pair of shoes over the last three years are displayed in the
tables on pages 20/100-24 and -25. Table 20A-3.1 shows a substantial decline in sales in all lines. Table
20A-3.2 shows that average sale prices per pair have increased at a rate well below prevailing inflation
rates. Trends in dollar sales are given by line in table 20A-3.3 and by store in table 20A-3.4.
The steady decline in sales over recent years (in dollars earned and number of pairs sold) and the
failure to effect needed price increases have significantly reduced the company’s gross margins.
Additionally, the company has not been entirely successful in reducing operating and administrative costs
in response to declining sales. Liquidity problems have reduced the company’s ability to properly replace
inventory, contributing to further sales losses through stock outs and lack of product. Return on equity
over the last several years has averaged minus 4 percent.

External Factors
Opportunities
•

Increasing consumer emphasis on quality. Marketing studies demonstrate that consumers are
increasingly willing to spend more for quality merchandise. The company’s reputation as a quality
leader in shoe retailing should enable it to capitalize on this trend.

•

Increasing demand by women for both comfort and style in work shoes. A growing number of
women in the work force provides the company with a significant target market for its traditional
line of women’s shoes.

Potential Impediments
•

Demographic shifts. A declining population of children is significant because about half the
company’s sales have historically been to this market.

•

Increasing style consciousness, especially in children’s shoes. Parents are increasingly purchasing
"fashionable" shoes (for example, moon shoes and multicolored sneakers) for their children. This
trend runs counter to the company’s tradition of providing conservatively styled and practical
children’s shoes.

•

Holistic health movement. This movement has been accompanied by less direct radical intervention
in nondisabling foot problems of children (that is, the trend is to allow a child to grow out of the
problem naturally).

•

Popularity of self-service discount shoe stores. The growth of such shoe outlets is expected to place
additional pressure on prices.
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Table 20A-3.1
Number of Pairs Sold

Shoe Line
Children’s
Women’s
Men’s
Total regular lines
Orthopedic
Total pairs

19X1

19X2

19X3

21,800
11,700
4,150
37,650
3,200
40,850

21,600
11,250
3,600
36,450
2,250
38,700

17,700
10,100
3,400
31,200
1,850
33,050

Decline
19X1-19X3 (%)
19
14
18
17
42
19

Table 20A-3.2
Average Sales Price per Pair

Shoe Line
Children’s
Women’s
Men’s
Average regular lines
Orthopedic
Grand average

19X1

19X2

19X3

Annualized
Increases (%)

$19
44
82
48
72
$54

$20
45
85
50
75
$56

$21
46
87
51
78
$58

5
2
3.5
2.5
4
2.5

Table 20A-3.3
Annual Sales by Line (in thousands)

Shoe Line
Children’s
Women’s
Men’s
Total regular lines
Orthopedic
Total sales

19X1

19X2

19X3

$ 414
515
340
1,269
230
$ 1,499

$ 432
506
306
1,244
169
$ 1,413

$ 372
465
296
1,133
144
$ 1,277

Decline
19X1-19X3 (%)
10
9
13
37
15
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Table 20A-3.4
Annual Percent of Sales by Store
Store
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total sales

19X1

19X2

19X3

29
25
8
7
14
17
100

31
24
12
11
9
13
100

28
24
15
14
8
11
100

Evaluation of the Current Situation
Strengths
•

Reputation as a quality leader

•

Specialized knowledge and expertise in orthopedics

•

Two newer stores in good locations

•

Potential to obtain significant quantity discounts from suppliers

Weaknesses
•

Ill-defined organizational structure (no clear leadership; major duties appear to have been assigned
to provide equality of responsibility among the Burns family members.)

•

Incompatibility of owners

•

Lack of liquidity and mounting debt

•

Declining sales (in dollars and pairs sold)

•

Uncoordinated promotional/advertising activities

Opportunity
•

Operating costs can be reduced through creation of centralized functions.

Threat
•

Further erosions of sales could create future inability to create sufficient total margins to handle
overhead, including administrative and support service costs.
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Mission Statement
The company’s fundamental and immediate mission is to return to profitable operations through a
combination of cost cutting and special promotions. Its ultimate goal is to maintain profitability by
renewing its long-standing tradition of providing high-quality footwear.
Goals
1. Adopt a centralized organization.
2. Maximize cash flow for inventory purchases.
3. Restore the company’s quality reputation.
4. Use a more targeted marketing approach.
5. Reverse sales declines.
Programs, projects, and tasks related to these goals are listed in table 20A-3.5. (Only those
programs, projects, and tasks related to goals 1 and 2 are presented for illustrative purposes. In actual
engagements, practitioners would describe the program, projects, and tasks for all the goals.)

B. Realign the
organization.

1. Reassign
responsibilities.

a.
b.
c.
d.

2. Negotiate buyout of
Tom Burns.

a. Appoint Frank Burns CEO
responsible for all company
business and functions and buying
authority.
b. Appoint Bill Burns vice president
of operations responsible for dayto-day store operations.
c. Appoint Ed Burns vice president
of the orthopedic service
responsible for divesting this
aspect of the business or
developing a detailed three-month
recovery plan.
d. Appoint Tom Burns as orthopedic
consultant to the company.

Retain lawyer.
Meet to discuss options.
Develop plan.
Sign agreement.

a. Consult with insurance broker.
b. Review options and finalize
decision.

1. Develop retirement plan
for Tom Burns.

A. Buy out Tom Burns.

Task

Project

Program

Goal 1. Adopt a centralized organization.

Table 20A-3.5
Plan Development and Implementation

2/11/X4

2/11/X4
2/11/X4

Bill Burns

Ed Burns
Tom Burns

(continued)

2/10/X4

Frank Burns

1/18/X4
1/24/X4
1/31/X4
2/9/X4

1/13/X4

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns
Frank Burns
Frank/Bill/Ed Burns
Frank/Bill/Ed Burns
Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

1/6/X4

Due Date

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

Responsibility
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A.

Increase owners’
contributions.

Program
a. Review and discuss separate
budgets with Ed and Bill Burns.
b. Learn about buying for unfamiliar
areas of women’s and children’s
shoes.
a. Eliminate three to four positions
through layoffs.
b. Institute a six-day workweek for
Frank, Bill, and Ed Burns.

2. Consolidate three
separate buying budgets
into one budget under
Frank Burn’s control.

3. Reduce staff while
maintaining
productivity.

1. Defer all possible owner
compensation.

2. Infuse additional
owners’ capital into
company.

5/16/X4

6/13/X4

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns
Frank/Bill/Ed Burns
Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

a. Sell some stocks and bonds.
b. Consider loans.

6/28/X4
6/28/X4

4/25/X4

4/12/X4

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

Frank/Bill/Ed Burns

4/12/X4

3/29/X4

Frank Burns

Frank Burns

3/29/X4

Due Date

Frank Burns

Responsibility

a. Review owners’ salaries and
fringe benefits.
b. Determine each owner’s living
expenses.
c. Set up compensation system with
allowance for expected inflation
and future needs.

Goal 2. Maximize cash flow for inventory purchases.

Task

Project

Table 20A-3.5
Plan Development and Implementation (continued)
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C. Convert assets into
cash.

B. Replace employee labor
with owner labor.
a. Conduct pre-Easter clearance
sales at targeted stores.
b. Negotiate lease terminations.
c. Transfer unsold stock to
remaining stores or hold a
salvage sale.
d. Sell/salvage store fixture.
a. Engage reputable realtor to secure
sale/lease-back arrangement.
b. Decide on continuing or phasing
out the orthopedic service.
c. If orthopedic service is to be
discontinued, sell the existing
equipment.

1. Close two store
locations (stores 5
and 6).

2. Sell downtown
property.

See goal 1, program B,
project 3

Table 20A-3.5
Plan Development and Implementation (continued)

4/25/X4
4/25/X4

6/28/X4

Ed/Frank Burns

Ed Burns

6/12/X4
6/28/X4

Bill Burns
Bill Burns

Frank Burns

4/25/X4
5/13/X4

Bill Burns
Bill Burns

6/28/X4
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Exhibit 20A-4
Sample Report for Vacationland Resort, Inc.
General Information
Charles C. Cook founded Vacationland Resort, Inc., on September 30, 19X0, when he acquired 14,500
acres in Hopsville, Pennsylvania. At its inception, Vacationland consisted of a nine-hole golf course and
one ski slope. Recent rapid growth, a desire for further management development, and the need for
continuity of ownership have led Vacationland Resort, Inc., to seek assistance in developing a long-range
plan.

Key Personnel
President and general manager. Charles C. Cook owns 100 percent of Vacationland Resort, Inc. He
is financially secure and does not depend on the cash generated by the business. His two sons, Sam and
John, are involved in the business. Charles intends to retire soon and wants his son Sam to assume his
duties.
Director o f golf facilities. Sam Cook manages the golf facilities effectively. In recent years, he has
developed a knowledge of golf, facilities layout, and grounds maintenance. He spends much of his time
performing resident pro duties. Although his involvement in the general administration of the business
has been limited, he expects to ultimately replace his father as general manager of the resort.
Director of ski facilities. John Cook manages the ski slopes and the equipment rental shop effectively.
He is knowledgeable about modern ski slope maintenance, but he has no interest in the related facilities,
such as the restaurant and bar. John Cook expects to continue in his present role with the company.
Lodge manager. Calvin Smith has held the position of lodge manager for two years and has performed
his duties well; guests have commented favorably on the quality of lodge operations. Employed by the
company since 19X1, Calvin Smith held several other positions before his promotion to lodge manager.
With the company’s backing, he has attended numerous educational courses related to hotel management.

The Facilities
Vacationland Resort, Inc., has expanded significantly since its inception. Its current facilities consist of—
1. An eighteen-hole, championship-class golf course with a clubhouse that includes a cart rental
operation, pro shop, restaurant, and locker room.
2. A 375-room, two-story, chalet-style lodge with meeting rooms, restaurant and bar, game room, snack
bar, craft shop, and four spaces that are leased for commercial use.
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3. Three 1,200-foot ski slopes, twenty ski trails, three ski lifts, and facilities that include a restaurant,
bar, equipment rental shop, pro shop, and locker room.
4. An outdoor ice-skating rink, an indoor swimming pool, tennis courts and a bicycle rental operation.
The swimming pool, provided free to lodge guests, is well utilized. It is available to others for a
small fee.

Facilities Utilization
Underutilization of the facilities is the major obstacle to the potential financial success of Vacationland
Resort, Inc. Weather is an important but uncontrollable element in facilities utilization. Tables 20A-4.1
and 20A-4.2 provide data on the utilization of the lodge and ski lifts.

Table 20A-4.1
Lodge Occupancy at Vacationland Resort
Month
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

Year
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X3
19X4
19X4
19X4
19X4

Rooms Occupied Daily
60
180
184
185
170
45
35
160
355
359
310
125

Percent o f Total (365 rooms)
16
49
50
51
47
12
9
44
97
98
85
34

Ski-lift ticket sales are the best measure of ski slope utilization. Ski-lift ticket sales for the past three
ski seasons are shown in table 20A-4.2 on the next page. The total ski-lift ticket sales for the 19X2-X3
ski season do not reflect growth, because warmer-than-average temperatures and significant rainfall,
which caused poor skiing conditions, dominated that ski season.

Financial Operations
Vacationland Resort, Inc., has had moderate financial success since its inception. However, the poor
weather of the 19X2-X3 ski season caused significant losses during that year. The company depends on
a successful ski season to generate cash flow that compensates for off-season losses. Table 20A-4.3,
which is on the next page, summarizes recent financial information.
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Table 20A-4.2
Ski-Lift Ticket Sales at Vacationland Resort
Type
Daily lift tickets
December
January
February
March
April
Total
Season passes

19X1-19X2

19X2-19X3

19X3-19X4

11,000
38,000
32,000
26,000
9,000
116,000

13,000
42,000
24,000
21,000
11,000
111,000

16,000
48,000
47,000
49,000
14,000
174,000

516

712

910

Table 20A-4.3
19X3-19X4 Ski Season Financial Information
Swimming
Pool

Lodge and
Restaurant

Ski Slopes
and Lifts

Sales
$2,400
Expenses
Salaries and wages
12,400
Supplies
3,800
Repairs and maintenance 2,100
Utilities
1,400
Other
400
20,100
Revenue
$(17,700)

$420,000

$1,910,000

115,000
240,000
11,000
18,000
12,000
396,000
$24,000

340,000
84,000
63,000
320,000
116,000
923,000
$987,000

Marketing and Advertising
Vacationland Resort, Inc., uses ABC Advertising, Inc., for marketing and advertising services. Charles
C. Cook is the company’s liaison with the advertising agency, but no individual within the company is
responsible for overseeing this function.
Most sales promotions have been directed to the mass media. However, the company is very
interested in other forms of promotion, especially those that could increase off-season business.

Mission Statement
Vacationland Resort, Inc., was founded and developed to provide its owner with a better-than-average
appreciation on his investment. Additional benefits have also resulted.
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Benefits fo r the Owner and His Family
1.

Vacationland Resort offers a family experience in the management and operation of a resort
complex.

2.

It provides an atmosphere conducive to making business contacts and entertaining them and their
associates.

3.

It can serve as a reasonable retirement location.

Benefits fo r Others
1.

Vacationland Resort offers patrons high-quality facilities with as many recreational activities as
feasible.

2.

It offers employees a secure source of income and pleasant working conditions.

3.

It enhances both business and the environment for the surrounding community.

Goals
1.

Advance Sam Cook into general management.

2.

Improve and coordinate the management function.

3.

Develop an ongoing marketing program with emphasis on increasing off-season utilization of
facilities.

4.

Construct and begin operating a fourth ski lift by the 19X5-X6 ski season.

5.

Develop and implement an accounting and financial-reporting system to evaluate operations.

6.

Develop a specific plan to modify the facility to make more meeting facilities available, thereby
enhancing off-season utilization of facilities.

For illustrative purposes, the programs, projects, and tasks related to goals 1 and 2 are provided in table
20A-4.4 on the following page.

a. Prepare advertisements for the
media by June 30, 19X4.
b. Interview candidates and arrange
for a tour of the facilities.
c. Hire a new golf pro by August
15, 19X4.
d. Assist the new pro in relocating.

a. Establish dates to begin the
orientation training program.

a. Announce Sam Cook’s promotion
by September, 19X4.
b. Establish an executive office for
Sam Cook in the lodge by
December 31, 19X4.
c. Develop and implement a
management training program for
Sam Cook by December 31,
19X4.
d. Transfer reporting of all operating
units to Sam Cook by May 1,
19X6.

1. Screen eligible
candidates and make a
selection.

2. Develop an orientation
and training program
for the new pro.
1. Develop a schedule for
implementing Sam
Cook’s promotion.

A.

B. Promote Sam Cook to
assistant general
manager by January 1,
19X5.

Recruit a golf
professional to assume
Sam Cook’s
responsibilities by
January 1, 19X5.

Task

Project

Program

8/15/X4
8/30/X4

Charles/Sam Cook
Sam Cook

9/1/X4

12/31/X4

12/31/X4

6/1/X6

Charles Cook

Charles Cook

Charles Cook

Charles Cook

9/1/X4

7/31/X4

Sam Cook

Sam Cook

6/30/X4

Due Date

Sam Cook

Responsibility

Goal 1. Advance Sam Cook into general management.

Table 20A-4.4
Plan Development and Implementation
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a. Schedule and conduct
management staff meetings.

1. Organize regular staff
meetings for all
managers.
1. Establish an educational
training program by
October 19X5 to
develop managers’
financial and operations
skills.

B. Establish a
management-reporting
function by June 19X5.

C. Develop managers’
financial and operations
skills.

a. Review all available local
opportunities dealing with
finances and operations, and list
them for managers.
b. Schedule in-house seminars for
managers.

a. Prepare advertisements for the
media by June 30, 19X4.
b. Interview candidates and arrange
for a tour of the facilities.
c. Hire the best applicants.

1. Recruit a food services
director, sales director,
manager-controller, and
personnel director by
September 30, 19X5.

Establish and fill new
management and
administrative
positions.

A.

Task

Project

Program

6/30/X5
9/30/X5

Sam Cook
Sam Cook

6/1/X5

8/15/X5
9/30/X5

Charles Cook
Charles Cook

Sam Cook

6/30/X4

Due Date

Charles Cook

Responsibility

Goal 2. Improve and coordinate the management function.
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Exhibit 20A-5
Sample Report for Integrated
Matrix Systems
General Information
Three former employees of Belrose Electronics founded Integrated Matrix Systems (IMS) to design,
develop, produce, and market serial dot-matrix printers emphasizing high speed and high resolution. The
founders incorporated the company on February 25, 19X2. Early product development and initial
planning took place at the founders’ homes. In May 19X2 the company moved into leased offices.

The Product
IMS’s product is a dual-mode printer (dot-matrix and letter-quality) offering advanced features and
versatility for the small business computer system. The printer provides high quality in a reliable,
simple, low-cost design. The reliability and features offer customers both purchase price savings and
overall reduced cost of ownership compared with other printers. More efficient electronics and intelligent
software contribute to cost reduction.
Specifications and Features
The printer, designed for desktop use, measures 6.5 inches high, 24 inches wide, and 18 inches deep.
It weighs less than 40 pounds. Its front panel houses all the controls and switches, providing the operator
with a complete choice of print mode, font (typeface), paper size, formatting, and configuration. In the
dot-matrix (draft) mode, the printer operates at a high speed of 250 characters per second (cps), and in
the letter-quality mode it operates at up to 100 cps. The operator can also select the print mode from the
host system.
The printer stores up to six different fonts. The standard printer offers pica 10 and elite 12 in draft
and letter-quality modes as well as an auto-italics feature, which automatically italicizes the characters
of any font in the letter-quality mode. In addition, the printer features high-resolution dot control
graphics. Graphics can be intermixed with text on a line.
The document-feed module processes a single document without bending it. The printer’s first-line,
first-character indicator enables the user to position preprinted forms for accurate repeatable printing.
Applications and Compatibility
IMS designed the printer for use in data processing, word processing, and graphics applications.
Compatible with a wide variety of host computer systems, the printer can be easily configured for foreign
power requirements by the factory or a qualified technician. The printer is UL listed, CSA certified, and
complies with FCC and VDE standards.
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Future Offerings
Simplicity of design and high modularity contribute to a printer’s high reliability and ease of service.
IMS’s first printer will serve as a base for a family of printers characterized by a high commonality of
parts and manufacturing processes. Future enhancements and models will address specific markets for
such products as the following:
Daisywheel adaptation. The standard printer can accommodate either a matrix mechanism, which it
comes with, or a daisywheel, which can be interchanged with the matrix mechanism. With standard
daisywheels (Qume, Diablo, or NEC), the printer can operate at up to 35 cps.
High-speed printer. IMS is planning a dot-matrix printer offering speeds up to 600 cps for data
processing applications.
Document-feed module. Used to print unusual forms, such as ledger cards, the document feed module
is compatible with the standard printer mechanism.
Four-color printer. The operator will automatically select colors from software control or the control
panel.
KSR printer. Consisting of a keyboard, cable, and interface card, its standard features will include
softkey functions, a numeric keypad, and flexible communications protocols.
Pen-plotting enhancement. The pen-plotter allows four-color X-Y plotting on various papers up to 18
inches wide.
FAX. The standard printer contains the facsimile interface, and it can coexist with standard printing
operations.

Manufacturing
Since IMS is a new company with limited resources, its founders determined that subcontracting various
functions would be the most beneficial approach. Outside consultants and contractors specializing in
specific areas of product design and development contribute to the end products. This concept evolved
from an analysis of three key factors in product development: expenses, timeliness, and personnel.
The following firms perform services for IMS:
1.

A research and development company develops computer software and hardware.

2.

A computer consulting company determines electronic configurations.

3.

An industrial designer develops printer designs.

4.

A manufacturer furnishes engineering services and prototype power supplies.

5.

A precision sheet metal shop provides the necessary sheet metal components.
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IMS provides its own facility and staff for final assembly and test operations. Such a strategy assures
company control over quality and prevents creating a competitor. It also conserves cash and minimizes
capital requirements.

Key Personnel
President/chief executive officer. John L. Hoffman served as a consultant to IMS before assuming his
current position as president and CEO. He has ten years of experience with electronics and computer
firms and has supervised the design, manufacture, and marketing of office products, including a number
of printers.
Engineering vice president. Richard S. Williams, a founder of IMS, supervises engineering management,
outside product design and development, and product planning. He is particularly attuned to the need
for user-friendliness, the benefits of mechanical simplicity, and the suitability of printer design for the
office environment. His six years of experience include executive responsibility for designing and
developing serial dot-matrix printers for the commercial market.
Sales vice president. James P. Grant, a founder of IMS, oversees sales management and market
development. Knowledgeable about the current state of distribution, he maintains a dialogue on industry
trends with reps and distributors around the country. He sees a major opportunity for creative
distribution that will support the reseller and the end-user. Because of his diverse background, he is
familiar with national and international segments of the computer industry.
Marketing vice president. Robert G. Phalen, a founder of IMS, is in charge of marketing administration
and implementation, market planning, corporate communications, and customer service. With a
sensitivity to the needs of small, growing businesses, he provides the technical link between customers,
marketing, and engineering. He possesses a thorough knowledge and understanding of the computer
printer market, particularly dual-mode dot-matrix printers, because of his previous experience in
managing electronics firms.
Senior software engineer. Peter F. Davidson supervises software design and development and assists with
electronics design. He has more than six years of experience in printer and peripheral control software,
which he designs for high intelligence and flexibility. His programming skills are enhanced by the clarity
of his technical writing and his skill in dealing with customers.

Finances
A combination of founders’ stock purchases and venture capital financing provided the initial funding for
IMS. Additional funding was needed in fiscal year 19X3-X4 for inventory and production, tooling, and
start-up of sales and marketing.
Sales have increased steadily since shipment of the first printer began in late 19X3. The company
began realizing a profit in fiscal year 19X4-X5, which was the first full year of product sales.
Management expects sales and profits to continue to rise. Table 20A-5.1 shows a five-year income
statement with actual and projected figures.
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Table 20A-5.1
Five-Year Income Statement
Projected

Actual
19X3-19X4

19X4-19X5

19X5-19X6

19X6-19X7

19X7-19X8

$675,790
3 ,379
672,411

$ 1 2 ,4 5 2 ,0 8 6
6 2 ,2 6 0
12,389,826

$ 2 8 ,0 2 8 ,2 7 9
140,141
2 7 ,8 8 8 ,1 3 8

$ 4 6 ,2 4 5 ,1 4 2
2 3 1 ,2 2 6
4 6 ,0 1 3 ,9 1 6

$ 7 6 ,3 6 8 ,0 0 0
3 8 1 ,8 4 0
7 5 ,9 8 6 ,1 6 0

Cost o f sales
Product at standard
Production variances
Overhead (unabsorbed)
Warranty reserve
Bad-debt reserve
Total cost o f sales

221,695
351,985
749,773
5,737
6,724
1,355,914

5 ,2 8 1 ,6 0 9
2 ,2 8 5 ,8 9 0
304,043
7 5 ,675
123,898
8 ,0 7 1 ,1 1 5

1 2,517,207
3 ,5 6 4 ,1 2 5
152,214
160,813
278,881
16,6 7 3 ,2 4 0

2 1 ,7 3 6 ,2 0 7
3 ,6 1 4 ,4 4 9
(1 ,5 2 4 ,5 0 7 )
2 5 3 ,5 0 7
4 6 0 ,1 3 9
2 4 ,5 3 9 ,7 9 5

3 7 ,7 5 4 ,0 0 0
1,8 0 6 ,0 0 0
(1 ,9 0 0 ,6 6 9 )
3 9 5 ,6 0 0
7 5 9 ,8 6 2
3 8 ,8 1 4 ,7 9 3

Gross profit (loss)
Percentage o f revenue

(663,503)
—

4 ,3 1 8 ,7 1 1
35

1 1,214,898
40

2 1 ,4 7 4 ,1 2 1
47

3 7 ,1 7 1 ,3 6 7
49

738,000
454,030
430,592
694,717

9 0 0 ,3 6 0
5 6 7,538
1,283,695
7 6 4 ,1 8 9

1,0 8 0 ,4 3 2
73 7 ,7 9 9
1,931,044
9 1 7,026

1,40 4 ,5 6 2
9 9 6,028
3 ,7 2 3 ,4 1 6
1 ,1 9 2 ,1 3 4

1,82 5 ,9 3 0
1,29 4 ,8 3 7
5 ,5 0 6 ,5 7 2
1,5 4 9 ,7 7 5

2 ,3 1 7 ,3 3 9

3 ,5 1 5 ,7 8 2

4 ,6 6 6 ,3 0 1

7 ,3 1 6 ,1 4 0

1 0 ,1 7 7 ,1 1 4

(2 ,9 8 0 ,8 4 2 )

8 0 2,929

6 ,5 4 8 ,5 9 7

14,157,981

2 6 ,9 9 4 ,2 5 3

33,621

619,491

1 ,394,407

2 ,3 0 0 ,6 9 6

0

33,621
(3,0 1 4 ,4 6 3 )

619,491
183,438
1

2 ,3 0 0 ,6 9 6
11,8 5 7 ,2 8 5
26
5 ,4 5 4 ,3 5 1
2 ,2 8 5 ,7 2 9

0
2 6 ,9 9 4 ,2 5 3
36
1 2 ,4 1 7 ,3 5 7
2 ,6 9 9 ,4 2 5

$ 4 ,1 1 7 ,2 0 5
9

$ 11,877,471
16

Gross revenues
Less returns and allowances
Net revenues

Operating expenses
Engineering
Marketing
Sales
General and administrative
Total operating
expenses
Operating profit (loss)
Nonoperating expenses
Royalties
Total nonoperating
expenses
Pretax profit (loss)
Percentage o f revenue
Federal tax (46% )
State tax (10% )
After-tax profit (loss)
Percentage o f revenue

-

—

—

--

1 ,394,407
5 ,1 5 4 ,1 9 7
18
1 ,068,655
23 2 ,3 1 6

$183,438
1

$ 3 ,8 5 3 ,2 2 6
14

-

$ (3 ,0 1 4 ,4 6 3 )
-
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Marketing
The marketing department uses advertising, public relations, and trade shows to establish a strong image
for the company and its products. The functions are coordinated to maximize exposure. In addition to
an in-house marketing staff, IMS also retains an outside advertising agency.
The sales department contributes to the marketing effort by targeting the company’s major prospects:
Fortune 500 companies, the banking and insurance industries, educational and health institutions, and
government. The sales department has recruited manufacturers’ representatives to act as IMS’s national
sales force in the field and to support end-users.

Mission Statement
The founders of IMS want to achieve and maintain a position of recognized leadership in the highperformance commercial printer marketplace by developing a family of highly reliable and innovative
products.

Benefits
IMS provides its founders and staff with lucrative employment, investment opportunities, and a
challenging work environment. It offers its customers and suppliers a quality product at a highly
competitive price. It contributes to the community, too, by expanding the job market and the tax base.

Goals
1.

Increase sales through advertising and promotion.

2.

Establish a base for international sales.

3.

Develop a high-speed printer.

4.

Establish a system to review job performance.

For illustrative purposes, goals 1 and 2, with their respective programs, projects, and tasks, are provided
in table 20A-5.2.

a. Meet with ad agency to discuss
ideas.
b. Review ad agency’s design.
c. Chose final designs and produce
them in quantity.
a. Contact sales reps authorized
dealers.
b. When transmitting materials,
instruct reps and dealers about
their best use.
a. Prepare list of shows.
b. Contact shows’ sponsors to obtain
literature.
c. Talk with other vendors and
buyers about shows.
d. Make final selections, reserve
floor space, and book hotel rooms
and airline seats.
a. Determine which employees are
interested in attending shows.
b. Review employees’ qualifications
and experience.
c. Choose employees who will
attend.

1. Produce four-color
brochures, data sheets,
print samples, price
lists, sales manuals, and
counter racks.
2. Distribute product
package.

1. Determine which
national and regional
shows to attend.

2. Choose employees to
attend shows.

A.

B. Attend computer trade
shows.

Support sales-service
team with a product
package of literature
and sales aids.

Task

Project

Program

(continued)

6/30/X5

5/15/X5

James P. Grant

James P. Grant

4/30/X5

James P. Grant

6/15/X5

4/28/X5

James P. Grant

James P. Grant

4/15/X5

James P. Grant

5/30/X5

5/7/X5

James P. Grant

James P. Grant

5/7/X5

5/7/X5

Robert G. Phalen

James P. Grant

4/15/X5
4/28/X5

Due Date

Robert G. Phalen
Robert G. Phalen

Responsibility

Goal 1. Increase sales through advertising and promotion.

Table 20A-5.2
Plan Development and Implementation
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A.

Contact international
distributors.

a. Develop ads in conjunction with
ad agency.
b. Review agency’s presentation.
c. Choose which ads to run.
d. Choose publications based on
marketing data and finalize
arrangements.

2. Place ads in technical
publications.

1. Meet with international
distributors at National
(U.S.) Computer
Conference.

a. Determine which international
distributors will attend the
conference.
b. Communicate with distributors
before conference to arrange
meetings at conference.
c. Hold meetings.

Goal 2. Establish a base for international sales.

a. Determine frequency of news
releases.
b. Review topics for
suitability—importance,
timeliness.
c. Choose appropriate topics and
write releases.
d. Send releases to media contacts.

1. Produce and distribute
news release.

5/15/X5

5/30/X5
6/15/X5

James P. Grant

James P. Grant
James P. Grant

6/30/X5

Robert G. Phalen/James
Grant

4/30/X5
5/12/X5

Robert G. Phalen
Robert G. Phalen

5/15/X5
5/30/X5
6/12/X5

4/20/X5

Robert G. Phalen

Robert G. Phalen
Robert G. Phalen
Robert G. Phalen

4/15/X5

7/12/X5

Due Date

Robert G. Phalen

James P. Grant

d. Review show presentations with
employees.

C. Utilize print media.

Responsibility

Project

Program

Task

Table 20A-5.2
Plan Development and Implementation (continued)
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B. Set up international
network of IMS
distributors.

Program

Task
a. Provide distributors with
literature and answer their
questions.
a. Negotiate terms of the contract.
b. Draw up contract.
c. Finalize contract.

a. Choose instructors.
b. Choose sites and dates for
training sessions.
c. Conduct sessions.
d. Review effectiveness of training.

Project
2. Review international
network concept with
distributors.
1. Contract with each
distributor in the
international network.

2. Train distributors.

8/15/X5
8/15/X5
9/20/X5
9/30/X5

James P. Grant
Instructors
James P. Grant

8/1/X5
8/15/X5
8/30/X5

6/15/X5

Due Date

James P. Grant

Legal counsel
Legal counsel
Legal counsel

James P. Grant

Responsibility
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APPENDIX 20/B

ILLUSTRATIVE ABBREVIATED PLANNING SESSIONS
One way for the practitioner to acquaint the small business client with the benefits of long-range planning
is to conduct a one- or two-day planning session. This approach is intended for clients who wish
planning assistance but not an engagement of traditional scope and duration. It is suitable when the
practitioner has prior knowledge of the client’s operations and organization.
The abbreviated planning session generally follows the pattern of more extensive planning
engagements, but the planning process and results are less encompassing. Time is devoted to fact
finding, identifying strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT analysis), developing goals,
and establishing programs, projects, and tasks. A report summarizing the plan is prepared for reference
and follow-up.
A number of decisions need to be made before the abbreviated planning session begins. They
include the following:
Participants. With the practitioner’s assistance, the client carefully decides who will attend the session.
Although a small group may be easier to manage, all client personnel directly involved with implementing
the plan and programs may be included. The client and the practitioner may also request that certain
personnel attend the planning session to provide input on technical matters.
Agenda. The practitioner and the client select topics for discussion or identify topics likely to be
discussed to determine who will attend and how much advance data gathering will be necessary. Some
planning sessions are limited to specific projects.
Advance data gathering. It is often beneficial to gather and prepare certain materials in advance of the
session. As described earlier, relevant data relate to attitudes, individual goals, suggestions, and other
information required for the agenda. A suitable form to assist in gathering this data is provided in exhibit
20B-1. In addition, planning the agenda is made easier when strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats have been identified beforehand. This identification also enables the client to accomplish as much
as possible during the planning session. A sample form for listing the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats is provided in exhibit 20B-2.
Duration. The time required to effectively address the client’s planning needs will be determined by the
session’s participants, anticipated discussion topics, and the data gathered in advance. Failure to allow
adequate time or the inappropriate use of time may jeopardize the success of the planning session.
Location. The abbreviated planning session is best conducted in a setting with minimal interruption.
When a session lasts for two or more days, it may be held at a location offering recreation and
entertainment. Recreation and other forms of relaxation assist participants to be mentally alert.
During the abbreviated planning session, the practitioner acts as a discussion moderator whose
primary objective is to move the discussion toward developing the client’s long-range plan. However,
the practitioner’s experience allows for significant contributions as well.
The format of abbreviated planning sessions may vary, depending on the participants and their
understanding of the discussion topics. A typical agenda may be as follows:
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•

The Business
—
—
—
—

•

Organizational Structure
—
—
—
—

•

Background
SWOT analysis
Goals and objectives
Mission statement

Organizational chart
Positions/job descriptions
Governing documents
Communication

Action Plan
—
—
—
—
—

Organizational
Services
Administrative
Marketing
Implementation/Monitoring

The practitioner guides the discussions to fit the circumstances whenever necessary. The progress
of the planning session can be enhanced with the use of charts and other aids. Such aids can be used at
the conclusion of the session to prepare a written report or summary.
The results of an abbreviated planning session can include—
•

A new or revised mission statement.

•

Goals and the programs to achieve them, including timetables and responsibilities of the client’s
staff.

•

Increased client awareness of the planning process and its potential benefits.

•

Increased motivation of the client’s staff.

•

A desire by the client to institute annual planning sessions so that goals, programs, projects, and
tasks can be regularly revised.

•

A client request for the practitioner’s assistance in developing a more formal, extensive plan.

•

Follow-up engagements as a result of increased client confidence in the practitioner and the client’s
newly identified consulting services needs.

•

Greater practitioner understanding of the client’s operations.
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The practitioner’s report on an abbreviated planning session may take several forms. The simplest
form would be minutes of the session, with no further analysis or follow-up. However, the client may
wish the practitioner to perform additional analysis work and draft a more formal plan.
The two case studies of abbreviated planning engagements in this appendix (exhibit 20B-4 and
exhibit 20B-5) illustrate plans and goals that can be developed during a one-day session. The case studies
assume that the practitioner has previously provided services to the client and already understands the
client’s organization and operations.
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Exhibit 20B-1

Advance Data Request Form for Planning Session Participants

P articipant_____________________________________________________________ ____________
Note: All goals should be "SMART" (Specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and trackable).

Your Personal Goals and Objectives
Please list four of your personal or career goals, objectives, or desires for the next three years.
Please list in the order of priority.
1

.

2.
3.
4.
The Firm’s Goals and Objectives—(your perception of what they should be)
Please list in the order of priority what the company’s goals and objectives should be for:
199X:

.
2.
1

3.
4.
199Y:
1

.

2.
3.
199Z:
1.

2.
Please submit directly to (practitioner)_________________________ in the envelope provided or fax to
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Exhibit 20B-2

SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

Opportunities

Threats

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

Note: Please submit directly t o _________________ , in the envelope provided or fax to
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Exhibit 20B-3

Sample Engagement Letter—Planning Session
CPA & Company
Newton, USA
July 15, 19X5
Mr. William White, President
Cabletown Industries, Inc.
Cabletown, USA
Dear Mr. White:
This letter confirms our understanding of the services we will perform for Cabletown Industries, Inc.
We will conduct a proactive business planning session on October 12, 19X5, to be held at our office in
Fairview. The following representatives of Cabletown are scheduled to attend:
•
•
•
•

William White, president
Joseph Gordon, controller
Carrie Simmons, marketing director
Harold Blake, production manager

Although we have gained knowledge of your organization and operations through previous
engagements, we request that you provide us with certain additional information so that we can better
prepare for the meeting. We need the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An organizational chart
A list of personnel
Financial statements for the last three years
Product sales by division for the last two years
Completed SWOT analysis by key personnel of the organization

We will perform the function of informed moderator at the planning session and will contribute to
the discussions as appropriate. The benefits derived from the planning session, including possible
recommendations, depend on the activities of the participants and your follow-up efforts. To aid your
follow-up, we will prepare minutes of the session, which can be used in developing a plan to implement
adopted recommendations.
If this letter accurately describes your understanding of the services we are to perform for Cabletown
Industries, Inc., please sign and date it and the enclosed copy, and return the copy to us.
Sincerely,

David Jenkins, CPA
Partner
CPA & Company
Accepted by William White
Cabletown Industries

Date
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Exhibit 20B-4

Case Study: Planning Session for
Electro Battery Company
In February 19X6, the owners of the Electro Battery Company of Chicago—Alan Jones, Peter Jones, and
Nancy Jones—requested their CPA, Joe Greer, to assist them in long-range planning. Together they
arranged a one-day planning session at a nearby hotel and agreed on the following agenda:
1.

Description of the business

2.

Analysis of the competition

3.

Current status

4.

Significant problems

5.

Goals

6.

Programs, projects, and tasks

Description of the Business
The Electro Battery Company is engaged in the wholesale and retail sale of batteries, both directly and
through distributors. It has manufacturing and warehousing facilities in Chicago and a warehouse in
Skokie.
Each area of Electro Battery Company that contributes to revenue will be analyzed in relation to certain
criteria for success. The revenue-contributing areas and the success criteria for each follow. A
parenthetical notation accompanies requirements the company is working toward but has not achieved.

Revenue-Contributing Areas
Wholesale Battery Distribution, 84 Percent of Revenue
1.

Continuing customer satisfaction with the company and its distributors

2.

Good service

3.

A high-quality product

4.

An effective sales force whose members have the following qualifications:
•

Appropriate appearance and personality, including promptness and courtesy

•

Knowledge of and belief in the product
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•

Ability to deal with people

•

A good attendance record at sales meetings

•

Regularly scheduled routes

5.

Adequate inventory levels for the company and its distributors

6.

Reliable supplies and secondary sources

7.

Regular expansion of the customer base

8.

Effective management through a management-reporting system

Retail Sales, 10 Percent of Revenue
1.

Continuing customer satisfaction

2.

Good service

3.

A high-quality product

4.

Knowledgeable warehouse employees

5.

Good communication with customers, including customer service

6.

Employees with outgoing personalities

7.

Effective advertising

8.

9.

•

Advertising directed at the Chicago area and its suburbs

•

Emphasis on the product’s quality

•

Location signs

Retail stores with the following attributes:
•

Attractive appearance

•

Easy accessibility

•

Adequate parking

Competitive wholesale prices

Industrial Sales, 3 Percent o f Revenue
1.

Competitive price and service
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2.

Gross profit that justifies the expense of a sales force

3.

An effective sales force whose members have the following qualifications:
•

Knowledge of industry requirements

•

Knowledge of the competition

•

A good attendance record at training programs

•

Motivation to increase sales and expand the customer base

4.

Adequate service staff (Increase present staff.)

5.

Effective management reporting for the industrial department (Improve current management
reporting.)

6.

Advertising in industry trade journals

7.

A prospects list (Develop a prospects list.)

8.

Sales forecasts to ensure adequate inventories

9.

Provisions for consigned inventory and for loan batteries when service is needed

10. Additional equipment, including a testing truck (Purchase equipment.)
Service and Repair, 3 Percent o f Revenue
1.

Certification as an authorized repair service center with listings in trade publications (Obtain
certification.)

2.

Advertisements that emphasize the authorized repair service (Place advertisements after obtaining
certification.)

3.

A complete supply of parts

4.

A training program to provide employees and technicians with knowledge of the products (Establish
a training program.)

5.

New service locations in the Chicago area (Add more locations.)

Analysis of the Competition
Local:
Chicago area—Sharp Battery Co.
Regional: Indiana—Indiana Battery Co.
Michigan—B & B Battery
Wisconsin—Volt Electric
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Major discount department stores also compete at both the local and regional levels.
Electro Battery’s competitive advantages are volume purchases, high-quality sales personnel, a large
inventory, and an established company name. The competition has the advantages of more effective
promotion and advertising and lower overhead costs.

Current Status
Table 20B-4.1 outlines certain financial data of the Electro Battery Company.

Table 20B-4.1
Financial Data for Electro Battery Company

Sales
Gross profit
Net profit
Return on investment
Inventory turns
Ratio of sales to total assets

19XX

19XY

19XZ

$3,603,076
25.72%
1.59%
10.00%
6.90
3.00

$4,248,128
25.25%
3.85%
25.00%
8.00
4.00

$4,954,495
25.58%
2.95%
25.00%
7.10
4.10

Significant Problems
1.

High employee turnover, including a number of key salespeople who have retired or plan to retire
shortly

2.

Accessibility (The Highway Department currently plans to change the right-of-way in front of the
Skokie warehouse, which would make access extremely difficult.)

3.

Lack of management information

4.

Supplier quality control

5.

Accounts receivable collection

Goals
Sales Goals
1.

Increase total sales by $1 million.

2.

Increase unit sales by 10 percent.

3.

Increase gross profit and net profit by 1 percent.
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General Goals
1.

Provide adequate warehouse facilities.

2.

Improve management reporting.

3.

Initiate an industrial sales division.

4.

Improve employee morale.

Programs, Projects, and Tasks
Program 1: Solve Skokie warehouse problem. (Alan Jones)
Project: Relocate Skokie warehouse.
Tasks:

1. Contact a commercial realtor.
2. Define building requirements:
Size
Geographic area
Facilities, bays, storage, and offices:
Design requirements
Price
Financing
3. Select a new warehouse and transfer merchandise and personnel to it.
4. Sell old warehouse.

Program 2: Evaluate current management reporting. (Alan Jones)
Project: Determine whether a computer could improve management reporting.
Tasks:

1. Review available software.
2. Calculate financing for the computer.
3. Modify the accounting system for departmental reporting.

Program 3: Evaluate and improve the gross profit. (Nancy Jones)
Project: Increase the gross profit from sales.
Tasks:

1. Review current buying and selling procedures.
2. Organize and conduct a sales training session.
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3. Establish an inventory control system.
4. Start a cost-and-expense control program.
Program 4: Establish an industrial sales division. (Alan Jones and Peter Jones)
Project: Develop an industrial sales division organization. (Peter Jones)
Tasks:

1. Hire a salesperson.
2. Train divisional personnel.
3. Negotiate contracts for consigned inventory.
4. Contact prospective customers.
5. Determine and assign space for industrial sales at all locations.
6. Determine and acquire the equipment needed for industrial sales.

Program 5: Establish the means to improve employee morale. (Nancy Jones)
Project: Develop an employee motivation program.
Tasks:

1. Institute an annual review program.
2. Review the base pay plan in effect and adjust it as necessary.
3. Initiate an incentive pay plan.
4. Offer training that can lead to advancement or salary increases for employees at all levels.
5. Offer participation in related educational courses in the community.
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Exhibit 20B-5

Case Study: Planning Session for Outdoor World

In September 19X5, Tom Smith, the president of Outdoor World, requested the company’s CPA, John
Brown, to assist in long-range planning. John Brown arranged for Tom Smith and several key Outdoor
World employees to participate in a one-day planning session at a hotel located a few miles from Outdoor
World’s executive offices.
Beforehand, Tom Smith and John Brown agreed on the following agenda for the one-day planning
session:
1.

Description of the business

2.

Analysis of the competition

3.

Current status and problems

4.

Goals

5.

Programs, projects, and tasks

Description of the Business
Outdoor World can be divided into six components related to recreational vehicle equipment:
1.

Mail-order sales

2.

Direct sales to consumers through retail outlets

3.

Wholesale trade to other dealers

4.

Mailing list sales

5.

Installation

6.

Service

Analysis of the Competition
Basically, two companies are Outdoor World’s local competition. One is a wholesaler that expanded into
catalog sales. The other started in retail sales and then moved into wholesaling. The latter is Outdoor
World’s chief competitor; it has a sales volume of $10 million to $12 million, divided evenly between
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retail and wholesale merchandise. In addition to these two companies, local recreational vehicle dealers
sell accessories through retail outlets and catalog sales.
National competition comes from large catalog-sales businesses that sell recreational vehicle
equipment in addition to general merchandise.

Current Status and Problems
Status
1.

Annual sales volume of $6 million, representing .5 percent of the total national market

2.

Two warehouse and office locations: New York City and Newark

3.

Total of fifty-five personnel

Problems
1.

Operational data is not consolidated.

2.

Financial reports are not timely.

3.

The work flow currently goes through one person, the president, or, in his absence, the executive
vice president.

4.

Both the financial and correspondence areas have a backlog of work.

5.

All orders are processed by an outside service bureau. This makes the company vulnerable if the
service bureau ceases to process the orders.

6.

Management would like to spend more time analyzing the Newark operation because presently no
advance-warning system exists to indicate potential problems at that location.

7.

The New York City location is approaching maximum capacity in the mail-order department.

8.

Management is resistant to change.

9.

Future expansion plans will require a large capital investment. The source of financing has not been
identified.

Goals
1.

Run an efficient, financially secure operation that satisfies both employees and customers.

2.

Establish other locations, including a California operation, to gain the dominant position in the
industry.
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3.

As a dominant factor in the industry, become the principal customer of the suppliers and thus obtain
the best prices.

4.

Provide advancement opportunities for personnel through expansion.

Programs, Projects, and Tasks
Participants at the Outdoor World one-day planning session reviewed the goals. John Brown, CPA,
assisted by focusing attention on the goals that would affect and most likely improve Outdoor World’s
competitive status and operations. The participants developed the following programs, projects, and
tasks.
Program 1: Open a California location.
Project:

Finalize land and construction plans.

Task:

Begin construction.

Program 2: Correct organizational deficiencies.
Project 1:

Review operations and restructure as needed.

Tasks:

1. Create the position of vice president of operations. The vice president will oversee the
operation of current locations in the absence of the president.
2. Hire an accountant to support the Newark branch manager.
3. Reduce the backlog and improve the timeliness of accounting reports.
4. Begin consolidating operational data so that management has firmwide information and
a suitable reporting system.
5. Develop and implement inventory and financial control systems.

Project 2:

Consider alternatives to order processing by the service bureau.

Tasks:

1. Initiate a systems review.
2. Develop and implement a long-range systems plan.

Program 3: Develop alternatives to borrowing on receivables.
Project:

Establish cash flow control procedures.

Task:

Develop and implement a budgetary process.
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Program 4: Reduce purchasing costs.
Project 1:

Establish a purchasing control system.

Tasks:

1. Institute sales forecasting.
2. Develop and implement an inventory control system.

Project 2:

Establish customer return policies.

Tasks:

1. Analyze merchandise returns by cause.
2. Compile a return procedures manual.
3. Familiarize employees with procedures.

Program 5: Maximize human resources.
Project:

Review current employee training.

Task:

Develop and implement a thirty-day employee training program.
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APPENDIX 20/C
ILLUSTRATIVE BUSINESS PLANNING OUTLINES AND CHECKLISTS
Exhibit 20C-1

Sample Agenda for a Planning Meeting
Agenda and Introduction
1.

Purpose of planning retreat
a. Agenda
b. Program work plan
c. Administrative items

Planning Process
2.

Overview of long-range planning
a. Purposes of formal long-range planning
b. Benefits of planning
c. Limitations of planning
d. Categories of general information useful in planning
e. Analysis of risks and opportunities
f. Structures of long-range planning

Review of Current Year’s Performance
3.

Results of planning retreat preparations
a. Summary of issues, ideas, and problems that surfaced during the
management interview process.
b. Conclusions of operational evaluation
c. Phases of growth

4.

Present year’s successes

5.

Present year’s failures

6.

Current strengths and weaknesses

7.

Current capabilities as affected by
a. Personnel
b. Customers
c. Products or services
d. Economy
e. Facilities
f. Equipment
g. Competition
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8.

Forces affecting performance
a. Production
b. Sales
c. Profits
d. Responsiveness
e. Employee effort

9.

Reasons for profit performance, return on investment, and return on assets

Review of Company’s History and Statistics
10.

Trends and statistics of previous four years
a. Balance sheet
b. Statement of earnings
c. Wages
d. Business ratios (e.g., financial, operational, efficiency, profitability)

11. Customer rankings
Future Expectations
12.

External changes having a major effect on the company, including changes
a. Economy
b. Employees
c. Shareholders
d. Customers

13.

Industry changes having a major effect on the company
a. Competition
b. Products
c. Markets
d. Technological development and changes
e. Changing nature of operations

14.

5a.
b.
c.
d.

and 10-year goals in
Sales volume
Number of locations
Management skills and responsibilities
Overall company structure and operations

Growth Strategy
15. Growth accomplishments for current year
16.

Current and future growth strategies
a. Products
b. Customers
c. Employees
d. Equipment
e. Competition
f. Location
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Company Values and Mission
17.

Product or service differentiation
a. Market segmentation and targeting
b. Quality and competitive edge

18.

Financial ratios (as related to company’s growth strategy)

19.

Responsibility to interest groups
a. Employees
b. Customers
c. Suppliers
d. Owners

20.

Management philosophy

21.

Additional management concerns, uncertainties, or unresolved issues

22.

Relative priorities among competing goals

23.

Evaluation of present organization structure
a. Strengths
b. Weaknesses

24.

Individual responsibilities in future organization structure

25.

Annual employee performance reviews

Customers, Marketing, and Sales
26.

Customer service and retention
a. Standards for acceptable customer service
b. Recent customer service performance
c. Criteria for seeking customers
d. Criteria for retaining customers

27.

Performance of present marketing and sales programs
a. Necessary changes
b. Additional programs

28.

Future marketing strategy

Personnel Growth and Motivation
29.

Hiring, training and continuing education
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Long-Range Planning
30.

Statement of goals

31.

Plans
a. Sales
b. Marketing
c. Production
d. Human resources
e. Organization
f. Finance
g. Control

32.

Budgets
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Exhibit 20C-2

Sample Outline of a Business Plan

I.

Cover Sheet (name of company, address, principals)

II.

Table of Contents

III. Executive Summary (2-3 pages)
IV. The Business
A. Description, history (including past performance)
1. Form of business (if incorporated, show where)
2. Location of headquarters
3. Principals or owners
B. Objectives of owners or managers
1. Projections and forecasts
2. Current and proposed capital structure
C. Funding required
1. Equity
2. Debt
D. Timing and use of funds
1. When capital needed
2. How funds will be used
V.

The Product or Service
A. Description of brand names, prices
B. Comparison with competitive products or service (e.g., competitive advantages, weaknesses)
C. Research and development
D. Patents, trademarks, copyrights, franchises, and licensing agreements

VI. Marketing Plan
A. Overall strategy and tactics including risks and pitfalls
B. Size and history of market including trends (growth vs. flat)
C. Profiles of customers and end-users; preferences and needs
D. Strengths and weaknesses of competitors
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E. Product lines
F. Advertising and promotions
G. Pricing
H. Distribution channels: distributors, dealers, sales representatives,
associations, cooperatives
I. Regulatory requirements
VII. Production and Operations
A. Description of operations (all facets from raw materials to finished product)
1. Workforce (management, rank, and file)
2. Principal suppliers
B. Facilities and equipment
1. Existing
2. Required
C. Material, labor, and supplies used
VIII. Financial Information
A. For existing companies, provide a summary of historical financial data
B. Projected financial statements for three to five years
1. Cash flow statements
2. Income statements
3. Balance sheets
C. Significant financial assumptions (interest rates, profit margins, etc.).
D. Accounting policies (depreciation, inventory valuation, receivables, collections, etc.)
E. Break-even analysis
IX. Supporting Documents
A. Management biographies or resumes
B. Organizational chart
C. Historical financial statements for past three to five years
D. Employment contracts or agreements and loan covenants
E. Articles of incorporation
F. By-laws
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Exhibit 20C-3
Business Planning Engagement Control Form

I.

B. Conduct general, informal discussions
with the client decision maker.
C. Report on observations and
apparent needs.
Reach an understanding about the proposed
business planning project with the client.
A. Send a letter to the client, describing
the process, benefits, and
limitations.
B. Hold a management meeting to
review the letter.
C. Reach an agreement between the
practitioner and the client
to proceed with the project.
III.

Date
Activity
Completed

______

______

Develop the idea of business planning with
the client.
A. Send a letter of recommendation,
with comments.

II.

Date
Activity
Assigned

Plan the Business Planning Project.
A. Prepare the work plan.
B. Send an engagement letter.
C. Organize the working papers.
D. Identify and develop generic and
unique (to the project)
business planning tools.

Person
Responsible
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Date
Activity
Assisned

IV.

Gather and analyze initial data
for the planning retreat.
A. Prepare interview guides.
B. Conduct interviews.
C. Identify and collect historical
information.
D. Develop a retreat agenda and
determine necessary materials.
E. Select a location and date.
F. Prepare a planning manual for all
retreat participants.
G. Assign the analysis of special projects
completed in time for the retreat:
• Employee opinion survey
• Customer attitude survey
• Middle management survey

V.

Conduct the planning retreat.
A. Complete the planning manual.
B. Finalize the retreat agenda.
C. Coordinate the retreat.

Date
Activity
Completed

Person
Responsible
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VI.

Date
Activity
Assigned

Date
Activity
Completed

A. Update the planning manual.

______

______

B. Record and distribute the
retreat minutes.

______

______

Summarize the results of the planning
retreat and establish an action plan.

C. Assign any special tasks.
D. Develop and implement an
action plan.
E. Develop a business planning
document.
VII.

Prepare prospective financial statements.

VIII.

Monitor the project to assure continuous
and correct information and to determine
when future revisions are required.

Person
Responsible
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Exhibit 20C-4

Business Planning Questionnaire

Organization

1.

Does the organization have an established planning group?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_______________________________________

2.

Who serves on the planning group?

3.

To whom does the planning group report?.

4.

How does the group interact with functional areas within the organization?.

5.

Is there a regular planning cycle?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_________________

Objectives

6.

What are the company’s short- and long-term objectives?
Short-term:_____________________________________

Long-term:
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7.

How were these objectives determined?

8.

Is planning in the company typically a top-down or a bottom-up process?.

9.

Are the company’s objectives understood by owners, managers, and other key people?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_____________________________________________________________

10.

Are the company’s objectives supported by owners, managers, and other key people,
either informally or formally (e.g., in individual management-by-objectives programs?)
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_____________________________________________________________

11.

Are the objectives reasonable? Challenging? Measurable?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_______________________________________

12.

Have plans and programs been developed to meet these objectives?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_____________________________________________

13.

Have sales volume and profit requirements been established for the next five years?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:________________________________________________ __________
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14.

Has a financial plan (including capital requirements) been prepared for the next five years?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_____________________________________________________________ __

15.

Have the company’s plans been put in writing?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:____________________________

16.

Does the company have any short-term plans for physical expansion?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:______________________________________________

17.

Is there a capital equipment replacement program?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:_______________________________

18.

Which of the following basic business tools are used? Supply copies of items used.
Long-range forecast of demand

Yes

□

No □

Long-range sales goal

Yes

□

No □

Comparison of factory and distributive capacities
with the long-range sales forecast

Yes

□

No □

Long-range expansion program

Yes

□

No □

Long-range financial program

Yes

□

No □

Annual comparison of accomplishments with long-range
sales goal, expansion plan, and financial plan

Yes

□

No □

General budget

Yes

□

No □

Estimated statement of profit and loss

Yes

□

No □

Short-range forecast of demand

Yes

□

No □

Production schedule or budget

Yes

□

No □

Inventory formula (e.g., reorder points, EOQ)

Yes

□

No □
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19.

Sales budget

Yes

□

No □

Purchase budget

Yes

□

No □

Labor budget

Yes

□

No □

Manufacturing expense budget

Yes

□

No □

Selling and administrative expense budgets

Yes

□

No □

Advertising budget

Yes

□

No □

Break-even calculation

Yes

□

No □

Estimated balance sheet

Yes

□

No □

Cash budget and financial program

Yes

□

No □

Plant and equipment budget

Yes

□

No □

Comparisons of the budgets with operating results

Yes

□

No □

Is there a capability within the company to do financial modeling and "what-if" analysis?
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:
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Exhibit 20C-5

Business Planning Interview Guide

Name of Client:_________________________
Summary of Major Problems
Start with the most important problems, continuing on to the next in importance, and so forth.
1.

Problem:_____________ ________________________________________________________
Explanation:__________________________________________________________________

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human resources?

______________

• Physical facilities?

______________

• Technical or market knowledge?____

• Management experience and knowledge?
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2.

Problem:__
Explanation:

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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3.

Problem:
Explanation:

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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4.

Problem:__
Explanation:

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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5.

Problem:
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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6.

Problem:__
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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7.

Problem:__
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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8.

Problem:__
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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9.

Problem:__
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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10.

Problem:__
Explanation:.

What plans have been developed to address this problem?

What limitations, if any, are imposed by:
• Financial resources? ______________

• Human Resources?

• Physical facilities?

• Technical or market knowledge?

• Management experience and knowledge?
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Summary of Company’s Strengths
1.

Strength:_______________
Explanation:_____________

2.

Strength:__
Explanation:

3.

Strength:__
Explanation:

4.

Strength:__
Explanation:.

5.

Strength:__
Explanation:
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6.

Strength:__
Explanation:.

7.

Strength:__
Explanation:.

8.

Strength:__
Explanation:

9.

Strength:__
Explanation:

10.

Strength:__
Explanation:.
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Summary of Company’s Weaknesses
1.

Weakness:________________
E x p la n a tio n _____________

2.

Weakness: _
Explanation:.

3.

Weakness: _
Explanation:.

4.

Weakness: _
Explanation:.

5.

Weakness: _
Explanation:.
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6.

Weakness: _
Explanation:

7.

Weakness: _
Explanation:.

8.

Weakness: _
Explanation:

9.

Weakness: _
Explanation:

10 .

Weakness: _
Explanation:
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Exhibit 20C-6
Business Planning Interview Guide: Business Owner

1. What place do you seek for your company in your industry? What present and new business
opportunities do you see?
Major function to be performed

Degree of diversification

Quality and price level

Size desired

Basic general assumptions (e.g., economic, political, governmental)

2. How much and through which ways do you want your company to grow?

Initiative
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Risk taking

Raising of capital

3. What is the social philosophy of your company? What changes, if any, would you like to see?
Community relations

Customer service

Employee relations

Stockholder relations

Supplier contacts

Relations with competitors
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4. What is the management philosophy of your company? What changes, if any, would you like to see?
Centralization of decision making

Quality of key personnel

Attitude toward planning and control

Extent of supervision

5. What are your personal objectives with respect to your company?
Degree of involvement and control

Ownership/management succession

Personal growth

Profitability
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Exhibit 20C-7

Business Planning Interview Guide: Key Personnel

1. Over the past three years, how well did the company do in the following areas?
Sales

Investments

Profits

Return on investment

Market share

Trends

Competition

2. What are the company’s resources?

3. What are the company’s strengths?

4. What are the company’s weaknesses?
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5. What are the company’s major problems?

6. Of the three external forces listed below, which ones will affect the company in the future and why?
Economy

Industry

Government

7. In which of the following areas are there major opportunities for improvement?
Management

Marketing

Production

Research and development

Engineering

Finance

Administration
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8. Where has past growth come from?
Products

Customers

Geographic location

9. Where will future growth come from?
New Products

New customers

Geographic expansion

10. What do you expect to achieve with respect to growth in the following areas?
Sales

Net Profit

Additional working capital

Additional plant, property, and equipment
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Additional debt

Additional investment in the company

11. How would the following situations affect the company?
No growth

Limited growth

Fast growth

12. Is the company equipped to handle growth in the following areas?
Systems/EDP
Yes
□
No
□
Explanation:____________________________________________________________

Inventory control
Explanation:

Yes

□

No

□

Facilities
Explanation:

Yes

□

No

□

Personnel
Explanation:

Yes

□

No

□

Management skills
Explanation:

Yes

□

No

□

Net worth
Explanation:

Yes

□

No

□
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13. What is the company’s phase of growth?

14. What are the management styles of the company president and other executives?

15. What is your evaluation of other members of the management team?

16. What are your personal goals for the next five years? The next ten years?

17. What changes would you make in the company if you had complete control?

18. What is the organization’s structure (organization chart of personnel)?

19. What is your evaluation of the company’s profitability, by product(s) and by customer(s)?

20. What can be done to improve profitability?

21. How would you evaluate the company’s facilities?
Size of present facilities and ability to accommodate present volume

Ability of facilities to accommodate growth (specify amount)
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22. What is your evaluation of the company’s financing?
Adequacy of current financing

Amount of financing needed for growth

Sources of financing

23. Does the company have a marketing plan?

24. What is the company’s marketing philosophy?

25. What type of planning does the company practice?

Short-range

Long-range

Corporate

Strategic

Operational
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26. What is the company’s market share?

27. What is the company’s competition?

28. What is your evaluation of the company’s management information systems?

29. What is your evaluation of the company’s communication system?

30. What are the company’s need projections and what is your reaction to them?
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READER'S RESPONSES TO DEVELOPING BUSINESS PLANS
Your assessment of this practice aid will help to ensure that future publications of the Management Consulting
Services Division will be valuable to practitioners. Please photocopy this questionnaire and complete and mail
or fax it to Editor/Coordinator, Technical Publications, AICPA, Harborside Financial Center, 201 Plaza
Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881, facsimile number (201) 938-3345.
Thank you for your assistance.

1. How familiar were you with this subject before you read this practice aid?
0
1
2
3
4
5
Unfamiliar
Somewhat familiar
My area of expertise
2. How useful is the practice aid to your practice?
0
1
2
3
Not useful at all

4
5
Extremely useful

3. Is there additional information that you think should have been included or information that should be
modified in this practice aid? Y es____ No ____
If yes, please explain ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- — --------------------

4. Do you think that an advanced level practice aid on this subject should be available?
Yes____ No ____
5. What other subjects would you like to see covered in Consulting Services Practice Aids?

6. How did you learn about the availability of this practice aid?
Received it as a member benefit ____
Other (please explain)

______________________________

Additional comments and suggestions

Name and address (optional)

CONSULTING SERVICES PUBLICATIONS
Title

Series Number

Product Number

Small Business Consulting Practice Aids Series
Assisting Small Business Clients in Obtaining Funds
Assisting Clients in Maximizing Profits: A Diagnostic Approach
Effective Inventory Managementfo r Small Manufacturing Clients
Developing a Budget
Improving Cash Management
Evaluating and Starting a New Business
Assessing Franchise Opportunities
Assisting Professional Clients in Pricing Services Using Budgeting
Techniques
Developing Management Incentive Programs
Improving Organizational Structure
Developing and Improving Clients’ Recruitment, Selection,
and Orientation Programs
Assisting Closely Held Businesses to Plan fo r Succession
Assisting a Financially Troubled Business
Assisting Clients to Establish an Outside Advisory Board
Conducting a Valuation o f a Closely Held Business
Assisting Clients in Controlling Costs and Expenses
Assisting Clients in Developing Credit and Collections Policies
Developing Business Plans

N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.

1
3
4
10
11
12
13
14

055018
055268
055272
055338
055342
055357
055361
055376

N o. 15
N o. 16
N o. 92-2

055377
055378
055133

N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.

92-3
92-8
93-2
93-3
93-7
94-3
95-3

055134
055140
055141
055148
055149
055154
055292

N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.

3
4
5
93-1
93-5

055910
055925
055930
055144
055143

N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.
N o.

92-1
92-4
92-9
94-1
94-2
95-1

055132
055135
055142
055150
055153
055157

Practice Administration Aids Series
Written Communication o f Results in MAS Engagements
Starting and Developing an MAS Practice
Communicating With Clients About MAS Engagement Understandings
Managing Consulting Services: A Focus on Profitability
Developing a Consulting Services Control and Management Program

Industry Consulting Practice Aids Series
Restaurants and Food-Service Establishments
Law Firms
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations
Dental Practices
Nursing Homes
General Construction Contractors

(continued)

Title

Series Number

Product Number

Technical Consulting Practice Aids Series
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Sales
Conversion to a Microcomputer-Based Accounting System
Assisting Clients in Developing an Employee Handbook
Disaster Recovery Planning
Automating Small and Medium-Sized Businesses in Selected
Industries
Preparing Financial Models
Providing Litigation Services
Assisting Clients in Developing Policies and Procedures fo r
Electronic Spreadsheet Applications
Analyzing Financial Ratios
Communicating Understandings in Litigation Services: Engagement Letters

N o. 8
N o. 11
N o. 12
N o. 15
N o. 92-5

055094
055126
055127
055130
055136

N o. 92-6
N o. 93-4
N o. 93-6

055137
055145
055156

N o. 94-4
N o. 95-2

055155
055163

N o. 93-1

048561
048562

N o. 93-2
N o. 93-3

048563
048564

N o. 93-4

048566

Special Reports
Using Graphics to Enhance MAS Presentations
Application o f AICPA Professional Standards in the Performance o f
Litigation Services
Conflicts o f Interest in Litigation Services Engagements
Comparing Attest and Consulting Services: A Guide fo r
the Practitioner
Microcomputer Communications

Software (running on WordPerfect 5.1)
Small Business Consulting Tool: Diagnostic Review Checklistfo r Maximizing Profits
Consulting Engagement Letters and Checklists

055012
055011

To obtain any o f these publications, call the AICPA Order Department at 800-862-4272, or order via fax
800-362-5066.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES MEMBERSHIP SECTION
The Management Consulting Services (MCS) Section serves members who provide business counseling and other
management consulting services to for-profit, not-for-profit, and government organizations. Whether you're a relative
newcomer or have long-time experience, membership in the MCS Section can benefit you.
UNIQUE M CS SECTION BENEFITS:
Publications
•

A copy o f each new Statement on Standards for Consulting Services when it is issued.

•

To support its members, the MCS Section offers an extensive list o f technical, small business, and industry
consulting practice aids; practice administration aids; special reports; and other publications. Members
automatically receive each new practice aid and special report.

•

Timely alerts o f vital information on issues impacting your practice, such as pending legislation.

Section Newsletters—Every quarter, MCS Section members receive CPA Management Consultant, a newsletter written
by consultants for consultants. Every issue explores emerging issues and services to help CPAs recognize opportunities
for consulting services engagements. Membership also gives you an opportunity to share ideas with other CPA
consultants, by contributing articles to the newsletter or becoming involved in the developement o f MCS practice aids
or other publications. Members also receive a 50% discount on CPA Expert, a newsletter for providers o f business
valuation and litigation services.
Peer Network—You can particpate in the Section's Database Referral System, putting you in contact with other Section
members who have expertise in various technical areas and industries.
V endor D iscounts — Section members are eligible for vendor discounts on hardware, software, and numerous other
products designed to make consulting work easier.
Special Projects and A ctivities —The section is involved in ongoing projects designed to help MCS practitioners keep
up with current trends and developments in the field. It also monitors proposed legislation that might impact practitioners
and the services they provide.
Please enroll me as a member o f the AICPA Management Consulting Services Section through July 31. I am returning
this form along with my check for $100 payable to AICPA. I understand that the $100 annual fee is prorated* through
July 31, and that it covers all membership benefits. (Membership dues cannot be prorated for less than $50, half the
regular annual dues amount.)
AICPA MEMBER NUMBER

Member Name

Firm
Address

City

State

Telephone

Fax Number

Zip

Signature
* Prorated dues 8/1-10/31 $100, 11/1-1/31 $75, 2/1-7/31 $50.
D on't m iss out on valuable M CS Section benefits! Send the com pleted application with your paym ent to:
AICPA—MCS D ivision Coordinator
1211 Avenue o f the Americas
New York, NY 10036-8775

055292

